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Olive trees thrive in hot, dry environments. One reason for their 
success in these challenging conditions is their highly adapted 
leaves.

The coloured scanning electron micrograph below shows the 
underside of an olive leaf, magnified 650 times. The scale-like 
structures are the spreading tops of specialised hairs that cover the 
surface. The base of each hair is embedded deep within the leaf. 
You might therefore expect that each hair would act like a wick — 
pulling water out of the leaf as it dries in the hot sun. But far from it.

As each hair matures, the stalk becomes completely cutinised — 
covered with a cuticle, which is a thick layer of impermeable waxes. 
This means that no water can travel into it. The hairs thus form a 
protective barrier to water loss from the leaf, which is punctuated 

only by tiny areas free from coverage. In each of these is a single 
stoma — a pore that allows gas exchange between the leaf and the 
atmosphere. In this micrograph the guard cells, which can close the 
stoma (and thus limit water loss), are coloured grey.

Liz Sheffield, University of Liverpool
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A 
n allergy is an abnormal response by the 
body’s immune system to substances 
that are harmless to most people. 
Substances that trigger allergic reactions 

are called allergens. A food allergy results when an 
allergic reaction occurs as a consequence of eating 
certain allergenic food products. This reaction 
is usually directed against one or more proteins 
present in the food. In the case of peanuts, there 
are at least eight proteins that are known to start allergic reactions — i.e. to act 
as allergens.

This type of harmful immune response is known as hypersensitivity 
reaction. There are different types of hypersensitivity reactions. Those, like 
peanut allergy, that involve immunoglobulin E (IgE) antibodies are called 
type I hypersensitivity reactions. Some individuals are more susceptible to this 
type of reaction than others. These individuals are said to be atopic — they 
have the genetic tendency to develop IgE allergic diseases.

The first time an atopic individual is exposed to an allergen, their immune 
cells are stimulated to produce IgE antibodies which bind to receptors on the 
surface of other immune system cells — mast cells. This process is called 

sensitisation. If the individual is then re-exposed 
to this same allergen, the allergen binds to the 
IgE, causing cross-linking of their receptors. This 
stimulates the mast cells to release molecules, 
including histamine, which cause the allergic 
reaction (see Box 1). 

Allergic reactions can lead to mild symptoms 
such as itching, swelling and rash. But they can also 
be dangerous — causing difficulty in breathing and 
death in some cases. This  is called anaphylaxis. 
Symptoms usually occur within minutes of coming 
into contact with an allergen and so must be treated 
quickly (see Table 1). The severity of the symptoms 
depends on the quantity of peanuts eaten and the 
individual’s genetic makeup.

How common is peanut allergy?
The number of people in the UK and USA affected 
by peanut allergy has doubled in the last 10 years. 
In the UK, it affects about 1–2% of the population. 

Mohammad 
Abdullah

Allergy to peanuts is one of the most common food allergies in the world 
and there is no cure. Medical student Mohammad Abdullah explains 
why some individuals develop peanut allergy and describes some 
exciting recent research that gives hope for new preventative treatments

The end  
of the peanut 
allergy epidemic?

Allergy
Allergen
Antibody
Type I hypersensitivity 

reaction
Immune response

Key words 
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Globally, the rates are even higher, affecting 3–4% 
of adults and 1 in 20 children worldwide. The 
reasons for this increase are complex, because 
peanut allergy results from both environmental 
factors (i.e. exposure to different allergens) and 
genetic factors (i.e. whether an individual is atopic).

Peanut allergy is more common in Western 
countries than elsewhere. The hygiene hypothesis 
was proposed to explain this. The hygiene 
hypothesis is based on the fact that in Western 
and developed countries, children grow up in 
cleaner environments than their counterparts in 

An Epipen injects a measured dose of 
adrenaline in an allergy emergency

Box 1 Type I hypersensitivity reaction

(a) First exposure (sensitisation)

1 Allergen enters 
the body

2 Allergen binds to 
antigen-presenting 
cells

3 Th-2 cells secrete 
IL-4 and IL-13

4 B cells produce 
IgE antibodies

IgE antibodies

5 IgE antibodies 
bind to Fc 
receptors on 
mast cells

Fc receptor

Granules        
containing histamine

(b) Subsequent exposure 
and allergic reaction

6 Allergen binds
to IgE antibodies 
causing 
cross-linking of 
receptors

7 Mast cells 
release chemicals 
including histamine

(a) Exposure to an allergen stimulates a 
strong Th-2 (a type of T helper cell) response 
in an atopic individual. This response does 
not occur in a non-atopic individual. The 
Th-2 cells secrete the interleukins IL-4 and 
IL-13, which stimulate B cells to synthesise 
IgE antibodies against the allergen. The IgE 
antibodies enter the circulation and bind to 
specific receptors — Fc receptors — on the 
surface of mast cells. (b) If the individual is 
re-exposed to the allergen, the allergen binds 
the IgE antibodies on the mast cells, which 
cross-links their receptors. This stimulates 
the mast cells to degranulate, releasing 
histamine and other chemicals. Histamine 
causes blood vessels to dilate and increases 
their permeability, resulting in swelling and 
redness.

Table 1 Symptoms of hypersensitivity and their 
management

Severity of symptoms Treatment

Allergic symptoms 
(itchiness, rash, runny 
nose)

Take an antihistamine 
tablet. If symptoms get 
worse, get medical help.

Anaphylaxis symptoms 
(difficulty breathing, 
generalised swelling)

Call an ambulance. If 
you have an adrenaline 
(epinephrine) injection 
pen (Epipen) use it.

Anaphylaxis  An abnormal reaction by the body to 
a particular antigen. Histamine is released, which 
causes local effects such as rash, itchiness and a 
runny nose. Occasionally, the symptoms are more 
widespread and potentially lethal — this is called 
anaphylactic shock. This may produce narrowing of 
the bronchioles in the lung, heart failure and death 
unless treated.

Atopic  A tendency to develop certain allergic 
hypersensitivity reactions.

B cell  A lymphocyte that, when it comes into contact 
with the appropriate antigen, proliferates to produce 
antibody-secreting cells and memory cells.

Histamine  A substance produced as part of the 
immune response. Histamine is a local chemical 
mediator and only affects cells in the immediate 
vicinity. It dilates blood vessels and increases the 
permeability of capillaries to white blood cells and to 
proteins.

Hypersensitivity  An abnormal reaction to a 
particular antigen.

Mast cell  A cell that is part of the immune system. 
Mast cells release histamine and other substances 
that produce the responses characteristic of 
inflammation and allergy.

Protective immunity  The way in which lymphocytes 
and some of the antibodies they produce enable the 
body to fight infection.

T helper cell  A type of lymphocyte that does 
not secrete antibodies. T helper cells synthesise 
substances that activate or enhance the effects of 
other cells in the immune system.

Terms explained 
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other regions of the world. As a consequence they get less exposure to dirty 
environments and their array of microorganisms, including bacteria and other 
infectious agents.

According to this hypothesis, exposure to such microorganisms is important 
for the natural development of protective immunity. This is why children in 
Western countries are more prone to developing allergies than they would be 
normally. Children who are prone to one allergy often develop other allergies 
too — this is called ‘the allergic march’ because these allergies usually occur 

in a particular sequence. Most of these allergic 
reactions appear in childhood but then improve 
spontaneously with age, although the reasons for 
this remain unclear (see Figure 1).

Diagnosing peanut allergy
Several methods are used to diagnose peanut allergy. 
A basic diagnosis is based on physical examination 

0 155 10
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Food allergy

Eczema

Figure 1 The allergic march. Having one atopic condition increases the risks of developing another

The skin prick test is an effective method for diagnosing 
allergies. A grid is drawn on your arm or back by a nurse 
and a small drop of each allergen is placed in each box. 
A small prick is made so the allergen penetrates the skin. 
If you are allergic to a particular allergen, a rash will appear 
within 15 minutes. Here, a nurse uses a grading guide to 
measure the patient’s reaction to peanuts
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of the symptoms. The patient (or their parents) is 
also asked questions about previous experiences of 
similar symptoms, and whether they or members 
of their family suffer from asthma, eczema or other 
atopic conditions. There are, however, more specific 
diagnostic tests.

One such test is the skin prick test. The patient’s 
skin is pricked with different substances that 
commonly cause allergies to see if there is a reaction. 
Another test is called a ‘food challenge’. It is specific 
for food allergies. For this test, a patient is given a 
small amount of the suspected allergenic food and 
then is checked for any symptoms that develop. 
This test is carried out in a specialist allergy centre 
with experienced medical staff because the test 
also tells medical staff how severe an allergic 
reaction could be if the child were to accidentally 
come into contact with that food. The most specific 
test measures the concentration of IgE antibodies 
in the patient’s blood. Each test has its pros and 
cons — the more specific tests are better in terms 
of reliability, but they take longer to perform and 
obtain results.

Recent advances and future 
interventions
About one in five children who have peanut allergy 
grow out of it by the time they are teenagers. 
For the rest of those affected, this is not the case 
and their only option is to completely avoid 
foods containing peanuts. Nevertheless, recent 
studies have shown promising results in terms of 
preventative treatments for peanut allergies. Such 
treatments are termed immunotherapy.

Immunotherapy is based on a concept that has 
intrigued scientists for a long time — the concept 
of oral tolerance. Oral tolerance means exposing 
at-risk individuals to increasing amounts of the 

For information about allergy in general and peanut allergy, see:  
www.allergyuk.org and https://tinyurl.com/c3z3ec8

For more information about the clinical trial ‘Learning Early About Peanut Allergy’, 
see: www.leapstudy.com

Skin prick test video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=z68gDFcjUwE (over 9 min), or: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWQBQbqk1ek (not quite so long…)

Video explaining type I hypersensitivity reaction:  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tmw9x2Ot_Q

Further reading 

• Peanut allergy is the most common food allergy in the world, and is getting more 
common.
• Many factors cause peanut allergy.
• There is no cure for peanut allergy. The only known ‘solution’ is complete 
avoidance of all foods containing peanuts.
• Recent research into preventative therapies has shown promising results that could 
be of great clinical use in the future.

Key points 

Figure 2 Prevalance of peanut allergy at 60 months 
of age for infants in the LEAP study
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Originally from Kuwait, Mohammad Abdullah is a third year medical student 
at The University of Manchester.

potential allergen so that they build up tolerance to the allergen rather than 
becoming sensitised to it. This approach has been used successfully in pollen 
and insect allergies. It is more risky in peanut allergy because patients run the 
risk of developing anaphylaxis from the exposure.

However, a recent clinical trial conducted at Kings College in London has 
shown that this approach can also be effective in peanut allergy. The ‘Learning 
Early about Peanut Allergy’ (LEAP) trial involved over 600 infants aged 
between 4 months and 11 months. These infants were all at risk of developing 
peanut allergy because they were known to be atopic. The infants were first 
given a skin prick test to see if they reacted to peanut protein. Infants who 
showed either a negative reaction or a weakly positive reaction in this test were 
then randomly assigned to one of two groups. One group avoided peanuts; 
infants in the other group ate up to 6 g of peanut protein per week. Infants who 
exhibited a severe reaction to peanuts were not included in the study because 
of the potential risk of severe anaphylactic shock. Infants in both groups were 
then re-assessed for peanut allergy when they were 12, 30 and 60 months old.

The results of this study showed that eating peanuts from an early age 
significantly reduced the risk of developing an allergy to peanuts. Only 3% of 
children who ate the peanut snack developed an allergy to peanuts at 5 years 
of age compared with 17% of those infants who avoided peanuts (see Figure 2). 
This protective effect was particularly impressive given that these infants were 
in a high-risk atopic group. The study then went on to show that if both groups 
of infants avoided peanuts for the next 12 months (until they were 6 years old), 
only 5% of those that ate peanuts originally developed an allergy to peanuts, 
compared with nearly 19% of those in the ‘avoid peanuts’ group. This result 
means that the immune system can still remember it is tolerant to peanuts and 
so should not make IgE antibodies against peanut proteins, even when it has 
not been exposed to peanuts on a regular basis for a year.

These results are very exciting because it means that there may be a way to 
halt the rise of peanut allergy around the world. However, we are still some time 
away from applying these results in real life. More studies and clinical trials 
must be conducted under controlled and safe environments — you should not 
try this at home.
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Cane toads are large amphibians. They 
average 10–15 cm in length but sometimes 

reach up to 25 cm. They have dry, warty skin, 
mottled in shades of grey and brown. They are 
native to the Americas, ranging from southern 
Texas to the tropics of South America. Adults 
are terrestrial, returning to water only to lay 
eggs. They become sexually mature at about 
18 months, and live for 5–10 years. They can 
reproduce in nearly any freshwater habitat, from puddles and ponds to 
lakes and reservoirs.

The common name ‘cane toad’ was applied after their introduction 
to tropical islands to control populations of sugarcane beetles. The toad 

is now well established in many countries, but nowhere 
has its impact been as severe as in Australia. More than 
80  years after its introduction, the cane toad is still 
spreading rapidly.

Cane toads produce a deadly poison called bufotoxin. 
The toxin is secreted by glands in the skin and also by the 
parotid glands, which are visible as large swellings on the 
toad’s back behind each eye (see Figure 1). A threatened 
toad secretes, and sometimes even squirts, this white, milky 
substance at its attacker. Many native Australian predators 
— and pet dogs — are poisoned and die when they attempt 
to consume cane toads. Substances in the toxic secretion can 
cause hallucinations, so people seeking a ‘high’ sometimes 

The Australian continent is plagued by imported invasive pests. None is more despised than the 
cane toad. This large, toxic toad threatens several native Australian species and is spreading rapidly. 
Biologist Teresa Audesirk explains how this problem arose and the efforts being made to solve it

Cane toads  
in Australia
Biological control that backfired

Biological control
Amphibian
Introduced species
Invasive species
Selection pressure
Natural selection

Key words 

 impact 

Figure 1 A cane toad 
(Rhinella [previously Bufo] 
marina) with large parotid 
gland swellings behind 
each eye
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milk the toads or lick them to acquire the toxin (a practice 
now outlawed in Australia).

How did cane toads end up in Australia?
In the 1930s, sugarcane farmers in the state of Queensland 
were suffering enormous crop losses to cane beetles. 
Extensive research on ways to limit cane beetle infestations 
had yielded no effective solutions. Importing cane toads, 
which were believed to have helped control these pests 
in Puerto Rico and Hawaii, seemed to be the answer. 
Organisms imported to control a pest — called biological 
controls — can reduce the need to use toxic pesticides, but 
there is always a risk that they will create problems of their 
own.

The first batch of about 100 toads was imported from 
Hawaii in 1935. They were bred in captivity, producing 2400 
toads for release in under 2 months. The following year, under 
pressure from the sugarcane industry, thousands more cane 
toads were liberated into sugarcane fields in Queensland. 
Nobody knows how many now inhabit Australia, but some 
researchers estimate as many as 2 billion.

Do cane toads control Australian cane beetles?
There is no evidence that cane toads have helped to control 
cane beetles in Australia. The success of cane toads on small 
islands was probably exaggerated, and they are now also a 
pest in Hawaii. The Australian continent offers unparalled 

opportunities for these warty invaders. Spreading far beyond sugarcane 
fields, they eat almost anything they can fit into their mouths. They feed 
mostly on insects, but also eat dog food, small lizards, snakes, birds, 
rodents and amphibians — including each other. Their tadpoles eat their 
own and other amphibian eggs, acquiring food and reducing competition. 
When ponds shrink during the dry season, juvenile cane toads eat smaller 
juveniles.

How do introduced species become invasive?
Australia has many introduced species. The dung beetle, which was 
introduced to break down accumulating cow dung, has been a great 
success. But others have become invasive. Invasive species compete with, 
or prey on, indigenous (native) species, disrupting the natural balance 
of ecosystems. Because they did not evolve in their new environment, 
invasive species have few predators, and native prey have not evolved 
defences against them. Invasive species generally reproduce rapidly and 
tolerate a wide range of environmental conditions. Ironically, the cane 
toad preys heavily on the introduced but beneficial dung beetle.

Cane toads can reproduce twice a year. Females lay up to 35 000 eggs 
each time. Even though only about 0.5% of these reach reproductive 
age, the survivors more than replace their parents, causing a population 
explosion. The expanding population can colonise new territory because 
the toad is very adaptable. Although native to tropical and semi-tropical 
regions, it can withstand drought and cold, tolerating a loss of 50% of its 
body water and surviving temperatures from 5°C to 40°C. Its habitats 
include swamps, grasslands, open forests, farmlands and suburban 
neighbourhoods.

As cane toads invade new areas, many native predators that attempt to eat 
them are poisoned. Large declines in the numbers of black snakes, goannas 
(large monitor lizards), northern quolls (marsupial mammals), and 
freshwater crocodiles have been reported soon after toad invasion.

Responses to the invaders
Fortunately, after decades of coexistence, some predators, including 
goannas in Queensland, have adapted to avoid the toads, and goanna 
numbers are beginning to recover. Goannas that attempt to eat small 
cane toads can survive and learn from the experience. Researchers plan 
to release small cane toads in key wildlife preserves before large toads 
invade, hopefully protecting local goanna populations.

Northern quolls also learn to avoid the toads. These marsupial predators 
are already endangered by habitat loss and feral cats, so poisoning by cane 

Bufotoxin  A toxin produced in the skin of many species of 
toads, and some other amphibians, which deters predators. The 
primary toxic effects are on the heart and nervous system. 

Cane beetles  Beetles that feed on sugar cane. The Australian 
species’ adults eat sugarcane leaves and the larvae eat the 
roots. 

Parotid gland  A gland located behind the eyes of certain 
toads and other amphibians that secretes bufotoxin, which 
poisons potential predators. (The largest human salivary glands 
are also called parotid glands.)

Terms explained 

Dung beetles — a successful introduction to Australia
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toads adds a new threat to their survival. Toads are now spreading towards 
one of the last quoll strongholds (called ‘the Kimberley’) in northwestern 
Australia. Scientists are attempting to toad-proof the Kimberley’s quolls by 
feeding them a nauseating ingredient added to ground-up cane toad legs. 
Quolls (like many other animals) readily learn to avoid foods that make 
them sick. Quolls released into the wild after being fed this mixture in the 
laboratory were better at avoiding cane toads than were quolls in a control 
group. So now this nausea-inducing mix is being packaged in sausage-
casings and dropped from helicopters into the Kimberley, with the aim of 
duplicating the laboratory results in the wild.

Both predators and cane toads are evolving rapidly
Cane toads act as powerful agents of natural selection on their predators. 
Individuals carrying mutations that help them instinctively avoid the 
toads or withstand cane toad poison are spared. Over many decades, 
descendants of predators that carry these survival traits become more 
common in regions with toads, allowing predator numbers to recover.

Laboratory studies suggest that the presence of cane toads is changing 
red-bellied black snake behaviour. These snakes often attack cane toads, 
which resemble their normal diet of native frogs. In a laboratory study, 
50% of snakes collected from areas never invaded by cane toads attempted 
to eat the toads. In contrast, none of the snakes from a region that had been 
occupied by toads for 40–60 years tried to eat them (see Figure 2). All of 
these black snakes ate native frogs.

Black snakes are unable to learn to avoid cane toads in 
the laboratory, suggesting that the changed behaviour of 
wild snakes is unlikely to result from learning. This provides 
evidence that, in the wild, cane toads have exerted selection 
pressure, favouring snakes that instinctively avoid toads.

Cane toads themselves are also evolving. Toads in the 
front lines of the invasion have different characteristics from 
those in areas colonised decades ago. They have longer legs, 
grow more quickly, are more active, move in a straighter 
path, and have greater endurance (which allows them to 
spend more time hopping each day). As they move together, 
toads at the invasion front breed with one another, passing 
on these traits. Natural variation will make some of the 
offspring surpass their parents. As these progeny breed with 
one another, they produce still more athletic toads. Toads 
leading the invasion of one new territory moved about ten 
times further each day than those that were not dispersing.

The invasion has been accelerating
As toads evolve to disperse more rapidly, the rate at which 
they invade new territory has increased. They are now 
spreading over five times faster than during the first few 
decades after their introduction (see Figure 3). In the 1960s, 
toads spread by about 10 km per year — now that figure is 
up to 60 km per year.

From Queensland, where they were introduced, cane toads 
have spread across northern and northeastern Australia, 
and researchers predict that they will continue to migrate 
westward and into southern coastal regions (see Figure 4).

Can the invasion be controlled? 
Residents have become so frustrated with cane toads that 
they have resorted to killing them with baseball bats and 
hammers, though more humane methods are encouraged. 
Meanwhile, researchers are seeking ways of reducing toad 
numbers. One approach is to use the cane toad toxin. This 
acts as an attractant to the cannibalistic toad tadpoles, 
which then eat the eggs laid by females other than their 
own mothers. An extremely low concentration of the toxin 
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are prone to poisoning by cane toads
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Teresa Audesirk is a retired professor of biology from the University of 
Colorado at Denver, where she taught neurobiology. She is a co-author 
of the introductory college textbook Biology: Life on Earth, now in its 
eleventh edition.

The biology, distribution and attempts to control the cane toad 
in Australia: https://tinyurl.com/ydg2pww7 and  
https://tinyurl.com/z5uv7u2

Identifying features of cane toads:  
https://tinyurl.com/mvyx4z3

University researchers have produced a toad-trapping device 
and begun to commercialise it: https://tinyurl.com/mymry8u

More about research on cane toads: www.canetoadsinoz.com

Further reading 
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Figure 3 Cane toads are spreading through Australia at an 
increasing rate

lures cane toad tadpoles, with no effect on other aquatic 
wildlife. Traps equipped with a narrow funnel-like opening 
and seeded with this bait have caught more than 50 000 
tadpoles at one site in 2 weeks, significantly reducing the 
local population. Both the trap design and the bait chemical 
are now being refined for mass commercial production.

The future: coexistence
Thanks to their ill-fated introduction of 1935, cane toads 
are now a permanent part of Australia’s fauna. They affect 
Australian wildlife and ecosystems both directly and 

indirectly. Directly, they have caused a decline in native species of lizards 
and mammals. Indirectly, the loss of these predators has allowed their 
natural prey to increase in numbers, with ecosystem-wide impacts. People 
may succeed in slowing the toads’ advance and excluding them from 
specific areas but, ultimately, only extremes of temperature and aridity 
will limit their distribution. The wildlife of Australia will be forced to 
reach a new equilibrium with the cane toad.

Topics for discussion
 ■ What studies should have been performed before cane toads were 

released into Queensland cane fields?
 ■ Why would Australian farmers have felt a need to introduce dung beetles 

to break down cow dung? (Hint: are cows native to Australia?) What is the 
likely impact of cane toads feeding on these dung beetles? Use this as a 
starting point to discuss the far-reaching impacts of human-introduced 
species, from livestock to accidentally introduced species to attempted 
biological controls.

 ■ Consider ways in which the ecosystem could be disrupted when cane 
toads greatly reduce populations of predators such as northern quolls and 
goannas.

Preparing to release a quoll back into 
the wild after laboratory training

Current known distribution

(a) (b)

Predicted distribution

Figure 4 (a) Distribution of cane toads in Australia in 1940; 
(b) known and predicted distribution in 2016. The prediction 
is based on regions with suitable habitat
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B
oth plants and animals adjust their behaviour and physiology to light/
dark conditions in their environment. The photoperiod is the interval 
during which it is light. Plants including crocuses and tulips open their 
flowers during the day, when their pollinators are out and about, but 

close them at night. Some also erect their leaves during the day, allowing them 
to harvest sunlight efficiently, and drop them at night. These daily rhythms 
are called circadian rhythms and they are triggered by environmental cues 
that correspond with the period of the Earth’s rotation: 24 hours (circa means 
approximately and dies means day). 

The Earth’s photoperiod changes throughout the year in temperate regions, 
giving different seasons and changing day lengths. Some plants adapt their 
annual rhythm of flowering accordingly. Some are stimulated to flower by short 
nights, others by long nights (see Figure 1). For example, tulips flower in the 
spring when the nights are getting shorter, whereas chrysanthemums flower in 
the autumn, when the nights get longer. 

The length of darkness needed to trigger 
flowering is the critical night length (see Figure 1). 
Plants do not use the length of daylight to time 
their flowering, but the period occupied by the 
absence of daylight — the length of the night. 
Experimentally interrupting a long night with one 
short flash of light can suppress flowering in long-
night plants. Commercial growers of the Christmas 
star plant (poinsettia) cover their plants during 
the night in autumn, as the lights from passing 
traffic can be enough to suppress flowering and the 
production of the bright red bracts that make this 
plant a seasonal favourite. 

Miriam Fenkes

Plant photoperiodism
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Figure 1 Annual rhythm of flowering showing effects of a light flash during the night in long- and short-night plants
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Z
ika is an arbovirus (see Box 1), and 
is spread by the bite of infected Aedes 
africanus and Aedes aegypti mosquitoes. The 
same species of mosquitoes also spread 

other tropical diseases including dengue and 
yellow fever, to which the Zika virus is closely 
related. Unlike its relatives, however, Zika does 
not directly cause serious illness. The symptoms of 
Zika infection are normally mild, and infections are 
often asymptomatic. So why did Zika make front 
page news?

The main reasons for the alarm surrounding 
Zika’s rapid spread are its potential side effects. 
Babies born to mothers infected during pregnancy 
may suffer from serious birth defects including 
microcephaly, where brain development is severely 
impaired. In addition, some Zika patients 
develop Guillain-Barré syndrome. 
This rare condition 

is usually encountered after viral or bacterial 
infections, where the immune system begins to 
attack the peripheral nervous system causing 
muscle weakness, pain and sometimes paralysis. 
Most patients eventually recover from Guillain-
Barré, but some suffer prolonged or permanent 
disability, and rare complications can lead to death.

Given the potential for these serious side effects, 
and the likelihood that the virus will continue 
to spread throughout many of the countries that 
are home to Aedes mosquitoes, Zika became a 
research priority. There is currently no vaccine or 
treatment for the Zika virus. Consequently, those 
travelling to areas affected by Zika 
are advised to take 

The Zika virus has attracted much media attention recently but, until an 
unprecedented outbreak in Brazil in 2015, the virus was obscure even 
among virologists. Immunologist Eleanor Tiplady explores the Zika 
outbreak, and the history of research into this virus that seemingly came 
out of nowhere

Eleanor Tiplady

Zika virus
Why it caused a global health emergency

Vaccine
Antibody
Antigen
Virus
Vector

Key words 
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precautions against mosquito bites, by wearing long sleeves and using insect 
repellent. Pregnant women are advised to avoid travelling to these countries 
altogether. The Brazilian government declared a state of emergency in 2015 and 
recommended that local women delay pregnancy until the situation improved.

Discovery of the Zika virus
Although the Zika virus only recently gained such notoriety, it is not a new 
discovery. Zika was first detected almost 70 years ago, by researchers at the East 
African Virus Research Institute near Entebbe in Uganda. The virus was named 

after the Zika forest near the institute, where it was 
first identified as the cause of a fever in a rhesus 
monkey used for virus research.

Alexander Haddow (see Box 2), one of the 
researchers credited with this discovery, later 
donated a collection of his research notes to the 
archives of the University of Glasgow, where he 
worked. Haddow’s archive includes a collection of 
annual reports, photographic slides and 21 bound 
volumes of his research notes and results, all 
meticulously handwritten and collated.

Mosquito catchers
Haddow mainly researched the biting patterns of 
mosquitoes, which allowed him to predict how 
diseases might spread in the future. He pioneered a 
method for studying this called the 24-hour catch. 
A location would be chosen for the study and all 
the mosquitoes attempting to bite people there 
over a full 24-hour day would be caught and stored 
in glass vials. These catches usually took place in 
forests, or banana plantations and settlements 
near the forest’s edge. Many of the catches used 
platforms high in the trees, or special towers built 
to allow teams to catch mosquitoes simultaneously 
at different heights.

All of this work required large amounts of ‘bait’ 
and this consisted of local children who were 
employed mostly due to their size. Being small 
is advantageous when spending hours on small 
platforms high in the trees (see Figure 1). Some 
of Haddow’s methods are still used by arbovirus 
researchers today, although modern technology has 
made some improvements. For example, electric 
traps can be placed around the people acting as 
bait, which reduces their risk of being bitten and 
catching the diseases being studied.

Once the mosquitoes were caught, researchers 
used microscopes to identify all the species and 
added up the number of mosquitoes caught per 
hour. Haddow related the number of mosquitoes 
biting to other factors, such as the weather and 
time of day. This helped to identify the habits 

Box 1 Arboviruses

Arbovirus is short for arthropod borne virus, meaning a virus spread by a biting 
insect or arachnid. While many viruses are highly adapted to infect one species, 
arboviruses are able to infect at least two hosts: the vector and the animal it bites, 
both of which will have very different immune systems. The first recognised arbovirus 
was yellow fever, which was spread across the world by the slave trade and caused 
many serious outbreaks between the seventeenth and twentieth centuries. In the 
late 1800s, Dr Carlos Finlay first suggested that the disease may be spread by 
mosquitoes.

The transmission cycle of an arbovirus with a mosquito vector typically involves the 
following steps (see Figure 1.1):
• an infected mosquito (A) bites the host (B) and injects saliva containing the virus
• the virus is replicated inside the host
• an uninfected mosquito (C) bites the host and virus from the host’s blood enters 
the mosquito’s midgut
• the virus is replicated and moved to the mosquito’s salivary glands to continue the 
cycle

Salivary gland

Proboscis

Virus particle

Proboscis

Midgut

Blood vessel

Salivary
gland

Midgut

A

B

C

D

Figure 1.1 Transmission cycle of an arbovirus

Box 2
Alexander Haddow biography

Alexander Haddow was born in Glasgow in 1912. He 
attained his undergraduate and postgraduate degrees 
at the University of Glasgow. Most of his career was 
spent at the East Africa Virus Research Institute in 
Uganda. Although yellow fever was his main focus, 
researchers at the Institute studied the ecology of 
local forests to discover and track the diseases that 
lurked there, unknown to science. During Haddow’s 
time at the Institute, 10–15 new viruses were 
discovered.
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of mosquito species that were important disease 
vectors. It  allowed the researchers to build a 
detailed picture of when and where mosquitoes 
were likely to be feeding. These data were invaluable 
when studying the transmission and spread of 
diseases.

Discovering new viruses
The mosquitoes caught in Haddow’s experiments 
were also used to detect viruses. Research staff 
would grind the mosquitoes up in saline solution, 
inject this concoction into mice and observe any 
signs of sickness. Blood from infected mice would 
be tested for antibodies to determine whether a 
known virus was causing the disease. This helped 
the researchers to document the frequency of viruses 
in different mosquito species and to discover new 
viruses.

A batch of Aedes africanus mosquitoes returned 
from one of Haddow’s 24-hour catches in the Zika 
forest led to the first isolation of the Zika virus from 
a mosquito vector. The group had first discovered 
the virus in a monkey 6 months previously, but 

Figure 1 Some mosquito catches were carried out 
high in the trees. This platform was 25 metres above 
the ground

now they had proof that Zika could be transmitted between monkeys by Aedes 
mosquitoes.

It quickly became clear that monkeys weren’t the only hosts for Zika. Blood 
tests showed that many of the local people had antibodies against the Zika virus 
in their blood, which suggested that these people had previously been infected. 
Despite this, research into Zika quickly waned, presumably because relatively 
few human cases were ever confirmed, making Zika a low research priority.

The first well-documented medical case of Zika infection in a person 
occurred about 15 years after Zika’s discovery, when one of the Institute’s 
staff fell ill while researching several recently isolated new strains of the virus. 
He suffered from a short and relatively mild illness including fever, rash and 
headache. Illnesses like these were common among people living near the 
equatorial forests, so Zika did not stand out, and we now know that many 
cases are asymptomatic. It is understandable that Zika was under the radar 
for so long, when there were deadly viruses, such as that causing yellow fever, 
to fight.

Aedes aegypti mosquitoes are known to 
spread dengue, yellow fever and Zika virus
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Fighting back
Now that the apparent dangers of the Zika virus 
are well understood, researchers are trying to find 
new ways to reduce the threat of arboviruses. One 
company, called Oxitec, is creating genetically 
engineered male mosquitoes which pass on a gene 
that causes their offspring to die before reaching 
adulthood. When they are released into the wild, 
they mate with females just like normal males, 
and drastically reduce the mosquito population at 
the next generation (see Biological ScienceS Review, 
Vol. 27, No. 1, pp. 15–19).

Q&A with Drs Alain Kohl and Claire Donald, University 
of Glasgow Zika virus researchers:  
http://tinyurl.com/zf82g2m

Microscope view of a mosquito bite:  
http://tinyurl.com/my3azoq

More information on the Haddow collection:  
https://tinyurl.com/yd696aa9

It may have faded from the daily news but we should 
not forget about the Zika virus:  
http://tinyurl.com/yc87by4k

Further reading 

Antibody  A protein released by B lymphocytes which binds to specific antigens 
leading to the destruction of pathogens and toxins.

Arthropods  Invertebrates with segmented bodies and legs, and exoskeletons.

Dengue  A disease caused by a mosquito-borne virus, common in many countries 
in the tropics, for which there is no vaccine. Symptoms typically include fever, rash, 
vomiting and muscle and joint pain. A minority of patients develop haemorrhagic 
fever, which can be fatal.

Microcephaly  A condition where the brain has not developed fully, leading to 
reduced head size and cognitive impairments. Microcephaly has many potential 
causes, and varies in severity depending on the degree to which brain development 
has been affected.

Reservoir  A host population for an infectious disease. Reservoir species often do 
not show any disease symptoms.

Vector  A species that spreads a disease, such as mosquito.

West Nile virus  A mosquito-borne virus that is asymptomatic in most cases and 
causes fever, rash and pain when symptoms do present. Rarely, the virus can infect 
the brain or central nervous system, leading to severe disease. There is currently no 
vaccine.

Yellow fever  A disease caused by a mosquito-borne virus with symptoms including 
nausea, fever and muscle pain. In some patients, the disease causes liver damage 
and bleeding in the gastrointestinal tract, which can be fatal. Although a vaccine 
was developed in 1937, hundreds of thousands of people still die from yellow fever 
every year.

Terms explained 

A baby with microcephaly, caused by 
his mother contracting the Zika virus
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Another idea is to target the mosquito’s immune 
system, and look at ways of blocking the virus 
from replicating in the midgut. The mosquito’s 
own natural gut bacteria may play a part in this. 
Some strains of a bacterium called Wolbachia, which 
naturally infects mosquitoes, have also been shown 
to inhibit the replication of arboviruses.

The impact of arboviruses
The original view of Zika as a benign virus, spreading 
slowly and causing little concern, is at complete odds 
with the current situation (see Figure 2). Although 
it causes only mild disease, it has begun spreading 
much more quickly, and the severe side effects of 
Zika infection had not been recorded before the 
recent outbreak. Researchers today think that a new 
mutation in the virus might be causing this, or that 
the immune system of people who are not used to 
living alongside the virus reacts differently. It is also 
possible that the side effects occurred all along, but 
the link went undetected because so few Zika cases 
were known.

Unfortunately, arboviruses are a problem that 
affects poorer countries disproportionately. The 
spread of mosquito-borne diseases can be controlled 
using screens for houses and repellents. As 
mosquitoes lay their eggs in stagnant water, proper 
sanitation can also help, as can well-organised 
eradication programmes and the distribution of 
vaccines. However, only richer countries have the 
resources to do all these things.

Aedes aegypti mosquitoes live in the southern 
USA where there are occasional outbreaks of serious 
tropical diseases such as dengue and West Nile 

virus. Such outbreaks are quickly brought under control, and the fact that 
sufferers have access to high quality medical care significantly reduces the 
number of deaths. It seems unlikely that countries such as Brazil will be able 
to tackle arboviruses so effectively. People living close to forests are at increased 
risk since monkeys, bats and birds can all be reservoirs for arboviruses, 
making eradication of these diseases almost impossible.

The story of Zika may not be an uncommon one. With the increasing 
mobility of people all over the world, more of us are likely to come into contact 
with diseases that were once considered obscure, and to which our immune 
systems have not adapted, increasing the chances of outbreaks. In addition, 
rising global temperatures are altering the natural ranges of many mosquito 
species, which may lead to other little-studied viruses emerging from the 
jungle. As for where the next big virus outbreak will occur, that is anyone’s 
guess. It may even be one of those catalogued in the same archive that contains 
the Zika virus, similarly forgotten to the outside world.

Point for discussion
Haddow used local boys as ‘bait’ for collecting mosquitoes. Is this an ethically 
sound thing to do? Does the fact that he paid the boys to do it make it any 
more ethically acceptable?

• Viruses and their hosts evolve alongside each other, so if a virus infects a new 
population the effects can be severe.
• Some arboviruses can move freely between humans and wild animals via their 
arthropod carriers, meaning that these diseases are extremely difficult to contain.
• Arboviruses may become even more prevalent in the future, as more people travel 
the world and climate change leads to mosquitoes surviving further north.

Key points 

Eleanor Tiplady is a PhD student at the University of Glasgow studying how 
cells in the skin can help the immune system. The work that produced this 
article was a 3-month internship carried out at the University of Glasgow 
Archives.
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Figure 2 The spread of the Zika virus from Africa. After its discovery in Uganda in 1947, the Zika virus spread to Asia but caused no serious 
concern until 2007 when the first recorded outbreak occurred on the Yap islands in Micronesia, rapidly infecting an estimated 70% of the 
population. Since then, it has moved from island to island across the Pacific, eventually reaching Brazil and spreading across the Americas
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Making the right decisions is key to 
survival. Throughout their lives, animals 

have to choose — what to eat, which animal 
to mate with, whether to fight or run away. 
Decisions depend on the choices on offer 
and on the animal’s immediate situation and 
motivation. Finding food may be a priority 
when you’re hungry, even to the point where 
you are prepared to face up to a potential predator rather than run away.

Decision-making involves pathways in the brain. The brain has to 
weigh up all available information and make what it considers the best 
choice to ensure the individual’s survival. The basic principles of decision-
making can be investigated and tested using simple experiments. At the 
very simplest, there may be a choice between two options — approach or 
retreat, or left or right. Part of the decision-making process usually takes 
into account the current external conditions. For example, an animal such 

as a frog that is adapted to moist conditions will choose to 
spend most of its time in a dark, moist area of a tank rather 
than sitting under a hot light.

One of the required practicals in AQA’s A-level biology 
specification is an ‘Investigation into the effect of an 
environmental variable on the movement of an animal using 
either a choice chamber or a maze’. This usually involves 
placing common invertebrates, such as woodlice or maggots, 
in a simple, homemade apparatus where they can choose 
between different environmental conditions. 

An example is illustrated in Figure 1. When placed in the 
chamber, the woodlice can choose between light versus dark 
and between dry versus damp soil. Their choice is quantified 
by recording how many individuals end up in each of the 
four areas of the chamber, A to D. Woodlice are crustaceans 
that are adapted to live in a terrestrial environment. They 

Making choices
Decision-making in action
Neurobiologist Catherine McCrohan explains how a simple A-level practical 
investigating behavioural choice can underpin studies of brain function including 
the sense of smell, learning and memory

Behaviour
Choice
Experiment
Learning
Olfaction

Key words 

 practicals in practice

A B C D

Damp soil Dry soil

Transparent box
Woodlice

Black cover

Transparent lid with holes
Light source

Black cover

Figure 1 Simple apparatus for testing the effect of environmental variables on woodlice. A = damp/dark, B = damp/light, C = dry/light, 
D = dry/dark
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are mostly nocturnal and come out at night to feed mainly 
on dead plant material. They lose water easily through their 
thin exoskeleton. So we might expect them to prefer dark 
and damp conditions.

Keeping down the stress
You will acquire a number of important skills while carrying 
out this practical (see Box 1). The animals must be handled 
in a way that is ethical and stress free. Animals should always 
be treated with respect, whether or not they are experimental 
subjects. The UK Home Office has strict regulations (covered 
by the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986), which 
control and monitor animal experimentation. While these 
don’t apply to invertebrates (apart from cephalopods, such 
as the octopus), ethical considerations should also apply to 
these simpler animals.

Aside from ethical concerns, it is important that 
experiments are carried out with no, or minimal, stress 
to the subjects. Results obtained from subjects that are 
stressed are likely to be unreliable. We know from our own 
experience that it is harder to make good decisions when we 
are under stress. It would be surprising if this were not also 
the case for a woodlouse or a maggot. So the woodlice should 

be kept in suitable conditions before the experiment and transferred 
carefully into the apparatus.

Good experimental design makes for good data
Good data come from experiments that are well designed, carefully 
executed, and rigorously analysed and interpreted. First you need a clear 
hypothesis, such as ‘woodlice will choose to enter an area that is dark 
and damp, rather than light and/or dry’. Your measurements need to 
be meaningful. For example, the animals must be given enough time 
to make their choice. If you record their position too soon after placing 
them in the apparatus, they may not have had time to move to their 
preferred area.

Preliminary, so-called pilot, experiments can help you determine the 
best experimental procedure for recording your results. Other external 
variables such as noise, vibration and odours should be controlled, 
preferably by removing them altogether. And, finally, you will need to test 
enough animals to be sure that your data are statistically reliable — that is, 
there are sufficient data to be able to carry out your chosen statistical test. 
The measurements you take should be recorded systematically in a form 
that can be easily understood by you and by others. All of this is about 
using good scientific practices.

Having completed the practical, you will be able to form conclusions 
about some of the environmental conditions that are preferred by your 
animals. But what is the relevance of these experiments to scientific 

Box 1 Skills you learn from carrying out
the practical

• Handling animals ethically and stress-free
• Experimental design
• Data collection
• Data analysis
• Data interpretation
• Use of statistical tests to accept or reject a null hypothesis

Associative conditioning  A learning process in which two events — a 
stimulus and behaviour — become associated with one another.

Cephalopod  A class of marine molluscs with large heads and a set of 
tentacles (arms). 

Synapse  A specialised junction that enables transmission of an impulse 
between two nerve cells.

Terms explained 

Woodlice ×5
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research in progress right now? Can such simple experiments tell us 
anything new or interesting about animal biology or physiology? The 
answer is ‘yes’. Scientists today use simple choice experiments to study 
aspects of nervous system function, including sensory biology and 
learning and memory.

Choice experiments help us understand the brain
In my laboratory we study the sense of smell — olfaction. We use larvae 
(maggots) of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster (see centrespread). The 
‘nose’ of the larva is extremely simple, containing only 21 pairs of sensory 
nerve cells, rather than the millions that are present in a human nose. As 
larvae, these animals spend most of their lives feeding. They move towards 
odours that are attractive — those found in rotting fruit — and away from 
those that are repulsive. An example of an odour that is repulsive to the 

larvae is iridomyrmecin — a chemical associated with a 
species of wasp that is parasitic on the larvae.

In behavioural choice experiments, maggots are placed 
in a Petri dish and their movement towards or away from an 
odour source is measured (see Figure 2). This gives an index 
of the degree of attractiveness or repulsiveness of the odour.

We can also measure the ability of maggots to distinguish 
between odours by giving a choice between two odours. 
These simple experiments tell us that larvae can detect at 
least 60 (and probably hundreds of) different odours using 
just 21 pairs of sensory nerve cells. They do this using a 
combinatorial code in which each odour is represented 
by activation of a unique combination — or subset — of 
the 21  sensory cells (see Box 2). The brain then interprets 
this code, enabling it to make decisions about whether to 
approach, avoid, or ignore an odour.

Understanding how the olfactory code works has been 
made possible by combining simple behavioural choice 
experiments with more detailed study of the electrical 
responses in individual sensory nerve cells in the ‘nose’. Other 
animals including humans use a similar, but numerically 
much more complex, combinatorial code. Scientists have 
also recorded activity in pathways in the brain that link 
olfaction with behaviour of larvae. It is here that decisions 
about which way to move are made.

Learning to make the right decisions
Making the right decisions for survival is influenced by 
previous experience. Animals are continuously learning 
about the world and this can alter the choices they make. 
One of the big questions for neuroscientists is how learning 
and memory are represented in, and controlled by, the brain. 
Neuroscientists use simple animals including molluscs and 
insects to investigate this question.

Drosophila maggots can learn using associative 
conditioning. After being presented repeatedly with an 
attractive odour (e.g. ripe banana) paired with an unpleasant 
taste (e.g. the bitter-tasting quinine), maggots subsequently 
show reduced attraction to the banana odour when it is given 
on its own. They have learned that the odour is associated 
with an unpleasant taste that could even represent a risk to 
survival, such as poisoning.

If the behavioural response to a stimulus (a given odour) 
is altered, then there must be a change somewhere in the 

McCrohan, C. (2017) ‘How clever is the octopus?’, Biological Sciences Review, 
Vol. 29, No. 1, pp. 38–41

Prokop, A. (2016) ‘Fruit flies in biological research’, Biological Sciences Review, 
Vol. 28, No. 4, pp. 10–14.

Evolution of the human sense of smell — from cavemen to the modern day: 
https://tinyurl.com/ldxtcvl

Further reading 

Odour Control

5 min

Figure 2 Simple behavioural choice experiment using 
Drosophila larvae. Maggots are placed in the centre of a Petri 
dish with an odour source on one side. The proportion of 
maggots recorded on the odour side of the dish after 5 min 
gives an index of the odour’s attractiveness

Fruit fly adult

Fruit fly larva
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decision-making pathways in the brain. This could simply be 
reduced activity in the sensory nerve cells. However, research 
so far suggests that this is not the case and that the change 
occurs further along the pathway in the brain. Researchers 
are investigating the changes that occur in specific pathways 

in the brain when an animal learns. These involve changes in the strength 
of the connections (synapses) between nerve cells, making it more or less 
likely that impulses will be successfully transmitted from one part of the 
brain to another.

Investigating sensory discrimination
Simple learning experiments can be used to investigate the sensory 
capabilities of a species. In the experiment described above, larvae learn 
to show a reduced response to banana odour, but their response to 
other odours remains the same. In other words, the learned change in 
behaviour is specific to the odour that was paired with the unpleasant 
taste. But this only works if the larva is able to discriminate between 
odours. If it perceives two odours — X and Y — as being different, then 
learning can be specific to just one of these. If it can’t tell the two odours 
apart, then the learned response will be generalised to both odours X 
and Y. Experiments like these have been used to test the discriminatory 
ability of many animal species, in a range of sensory modalities — vision, 
hearing, smell and taste.

The simplest experiments, if well designed and addressing an important 
question, are often the best. Many of the important discoveries in biology 
started from a simple observation that sparked an idea or hypothesis that 
could then be studied in more detail. The experiments you do in your 
A-level give you the skills you need to make this happen.

Box 2
The combinatorial code for olfaction

In Figure 2.1, each circle represents an olfactory sensory nerve 
cell in the nose. Each different odour activates a subset of all 
the nerve cells (filled circles). The brain identifies the odour 
based on which combination of nerve cells is active. This means 
that a small number of sensory cells in the nose (ten in the 
diagram) can potentially distinguish between a much larger 
number of different odours. If two different odours activate the 
same subset of cells, then the brain will interpret them as being 
the same odour — it cannot discriminate between them.

Figure 2.1
Odour A Odour B Odour C
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Catherine McCrohan is professor of comparative neurobiology at The 
University of Manchester and an editor of Biological Sciences Review. She is 
interested in sensory coding and how sensory cues drive behaviour.
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Close-up on the   super-model fly
Why do fruit flies make such good models for researching human genetic diseases?

In 1908, Thomas Hunt Morgan created the Fly Room at Columbia University 
and established Drosophila melanogaster, the fruit fly, as a ‘model’ organism 

to research biological processes. Fruit flies are easy to maintain, have a 2 week 
generation time and can be bred in large numbers, so researchers can follow 
potential effects of environmental or genetic manipulations over generations. 
A hundred years later, fruit flies are still one of the most important research 
organisms (see Biological ScienceS Review, Vol. 28, No. 4, pp. 10–14). 

Fruit flies are more similar to humans than you might think. Over 60% of 
the genes in a fly are also found in humans, so we can use flies to model many 
human genetic diseases.

The head capsule of Drosophila melanogaster: (left) using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and (right) using a laser scanning confocal 
microscope. The SEM shows the structural features; the confocal image reveals the cell-specific expression pattern of a protein that has 
been tagged with green fluorescent protein (GFP). The blue stain shows the nuclei. While the SEM reveals the fly’s structure, the confocal 
image of a transgenic fly shows cell-specific expression of GFP under the control of a single gene, and reveals that gene expression is not 
limited to a distinct anatomical feature or tissue

Research in our laboratory focuses on Malpighian 
tubules to answer questions about fluid regulation, 
ion transport, cell signalling, environmental stress, 
chemical detoxification and (innate) immune 
responses. Molecular genetic techniques allow us 
to investigate kidney function in a whole living fly 
— we can study the kidney’s responses to specific 
environmental challenges and also investigate the 
physiological response of the whole animal.

50 μm 50 μm
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Close-up on the   super-model fly

Cartoon of an adult Drosophila, showing the 
relative position of the fly equivalent of kidneys — 
Malpighian tubules (green)

A transgenic fly expressing green and red fluorescent proteins. This technique 
shows us when and where a gene is expressed. From this we can begin to 
understand which genes and proteins are needed to enable a physiological 
response

Dr Anthony Dornan is laboratory manager/researcher in 
the Dow/Davies Laboratory at the Institute of Molecular, 
Cell and Systems Biology, University of Glasgow.

A laser scanning confocal 
microscope image of the 
fly’s Malpighian tubule. Fluid 
homeostasis (water balance) 
in the fly is directed by the 
tubules, which comprise 
principal and stellate cells. 
These two cell types perform 
different processes. They 
act in an orchestrated and 
complementary manner in 
response to external and 
internal environmental 
pressures to direct fluid 
balance in a dynamic and 
exquisitely responsive 
manner. The image reveals the 
gene-specific expression of 
different fluorescent proteins: 
principal cells are green, 
stellate cells are red, nuclei 
are blue and cell junctions are 
white

Go online for a printable pdf of this poster to display in the 
classroom:   
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/bioreviewextras

BiologicalSciencesReviewExtras

50 μm
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As in the film Finding Nemo, clownfish 
do live ‘in’ anemones. The fish benefit 

from the protection afforded by the stinging 
tentacles of their host, but are themselves 
unaffected, probably thanks to their thick 
mucus covering. The anemones gain 
protection from their own predators, as 
resident clownfish aggressively defend their 
hosts. Movements of the fish also stir the water around the anemones, 
increasing the amount of oxygen that reaches their hosts. And waste 
products from the fish provide valuable nutrients for the anemone. So the 

relationship between clownfish and anemones is described 
as a mutually beneficial symbiosis.

Clownfish reproduction, however, does not reflect the 
story of the film. Females do lay eggs, and males are 
assiduous fathers — but that is where similarities between 
real life and the cartoon end. The first sign that a female is 
ready to reproduce is when both she and her mate clean their 
spawning site. The female then deposits a line of eggs onto 
the cleaned surface. The eggs are sticky, so they adhere to 
the surface, and the male follows closely behind the female, 
depositing sperm over the eggs. The pair repeat this process 

Finding Nemo’s mother
Life on a coral reef
Real life coral reef biology is rather different from that depicted in the film Finding Nemo.  
Clownfish parental care stops when clownfish eggs hatch, and if a female dies she is  
quickly replaced. Reproductive biologist Liz Sheffield explains, and outlines some of  
the challenges faced by coral reef inhabitants

Ecosystem
Sex change
Climate change
Conservation
Coral reef

Key words 

 spotlight

Figure 1 Clownfishes and their host anemones  
in a coral reef ecosystem
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over and over again, until the 200–1000 eggs in a clutch have 
been fertilised.

The male then assumes most of the caring responsibilities 
— he cleans and aerates the eggs. But the female stays nearby 
to defend the nest aggressively against any predators that 
threaten the brood. As the embryos develop over the next 
few days, the male works increasingly hard to ensure their 
successful development, eventually spending almost all the 
hours of the day and night tending the eggs. When the eggs 
hatch, parental care ceases completely. Indeed, the larvae 
must quickly migrate away from the nest site to avoid being 
eaten by their parents.

Box 1 Sequential hermaphroditism

In an intact hierarchy (see Figure 1.1a) the female 
runs things. Making clacking sounds with her jaws, 
she gives orders to the subordinate male and the 
gentlemen-in-waiting. If she is removed or dies, the 
male begins to show aggression and dominance, 
and courts the smaller fish (see Figure 1.1b). His 
brain controls these behavioural changes, but we 
know relatively little about the mechanisms that 
underlie his sex change to female.

Changes in the brain are transmitted along a 
pathway from the hypothalamus to the pituitary 
gland and then to the gonad. A gonad is a 
reproductive organ and male clownfish have 
an ovotestis — including both male (testicular) 
and female (ovarian) tissue. The ovary is in an 
immature state, with only oogonia and primary 
oocytes. Once sex change starts, the testicular 
tissue degenerates and ovarian tissue matures. By 
the time it is over, the fish can lay eggs, but can 
never recover the ability to make sperm. Steroid 
hormones, especially oestrogen, are thought to be 
key regulators in this process.

The larger the �sh, the more dominant they are

The largest �sh 
will always be the 
dominant femaleThey only grow bigger 

once the next in line 
has died

When the dominant 
female dies …

… the largest male becomes female to take her place

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1 (a) Hierarchy (b) Sequential hermaphroditism

Clownfish hierarchy
Clownfish society is more complicated than simple pairs of males and 
females. In most locations you will find four or five clownfish associated 
with each anemone (see Figure 1). Only the biggest two fish reproduce. 
The largest fish is the female, and she dominates the hierarchy. The next 
largest fish is the male that will fertilise her eggs. The other two or three 
smaller fish play no part in reproduction. However, if the female dies, 
the male undergoes a remarkable transformation over the ensuing few 
weeks and becomes a fully functional female. The next largest fish in the 
hierarchy becomes a functional male and this pair enjoy the breeding 
privileges of the group. This process is called sequential hermaphroditism 
— in which organisms change from functioning as one sex to another 
during their lives (see Box 1). This phenomenon is common among plants 
and invertebrates, but also occurs in several genera of reef fishes.

Coral reef ecosystems
Among the attractions of coral reefs for divers and snorkellers are the 
stunning diversity of colours of the inhabitants, together with the warm, 
clear waters. Clownfish are brightly coloured, but the colours of the hard 
and soft coral animals that form the reefs, and the anemones that live 
with them, are not those of the animals themselves. To understand what 
makes coral reefs so colourful we first need to consider the food chains 
that underpin them.

As we know, the primary source of energy for the vast majority of 
ecosystems is sunlight. In most familiar ecosystems, sunlight is captured 
via photosynthesis in green plants and converted into a form that other 
organisms can use. In terrestrial ecosystems, plants are usually easy to 
identify — they are free-living, stand-alone structures with which we are 
all familiar. In coral reef ecosystems, they are less easy to spot.

Much of the photosynthesis carried out in coral reefs occurs inside 
animals. Soft corals, such as the finger coral shown in Figure 2, have single-
celled photosynthetic partners living inside them. These single-celled 
organisms are algae — a non-scientific term used for a huge collection 
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of photosynthetic organisms living in wet places that range from massive 
seaweeds to tiny blue-green bacteria only visible under high magnification 
in an optical microscope. They all have the green pigment chlorophyll, but 
many have accessory pigments of oranges, reds or browns, that give their 
hosts their characteristic colours.

The algae are found inside cells just under the surface of the tentacles 
of coral animals and anemones, as shown in Figure 3(a). This is another 
example of a mutually beneficial symbiosis. The algae gain protection 
from herbivores along with carbon dioxide and nutrients from the 
animals’ waste products. They are accommodated in structures with large 
surface areas exposed to sunlight, optimising rates of photosynthesis. 
This provides the host animals with the oxygen and organic metabolites 
essential for their survival. Relationships such as these are key to the 
enormous productivity of coral reef ecosystems.

Warm water can hold less oxygen than cold, and tropical water typically 
has a low concentration of inorganic ions. This means that there are fewer 
free-living (planktonic) algae in tropical waters than in temperate marine 
ecosystems. Although this makes for crystal clear waters, which is great for 
viewing the inhabitants, it is not great for ecosystem productivity. Without 
the photosynthesis carried out by the algae living inside the animals, coral 
reef ecosystems would not survive. This is why coral damage (see Box 2) 
and coral bleaching — when algae die or are expelled by their hosts, 
leaving them colourless — are of huge concern to environmental scientists.

Coral bleaching
The balance between plant and animal in a coral symbiosis can be 
disrupted by both biological and environmental factors. If the algae 
succumb to disease, their pigmentation (and hence colour) is lost and 
the calcium carbonate skeleton of the animal becomes visible through 
their transparent tissues (see Figure 4). Since the 1980s it has become 

Tentacles
Mouth

Pharynx

Unicellular algae
(see Figure 3b)

Stinging cell —
nematocyst

CaCO3 skeleton

Figure 3 (a) Diagram explaining coral anatomy (b) Microscopic 
image of symbiotic algae inside a Sinularia coral ×1000

(a)

(b)

Figure 4 Bleached area of Goniopora — a hard coral

Figure 2 Close up of Sinularia — a finger coral ×3

Alga: what’s in a name? Find out at 
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/bioreviewextras

BiologicalSciencesReviewExtras
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increasingly clear that global warming is causing large-
scale coral bleaching. When the thermal tolerance of the 
symbiosis is exceeded, coral animals react by destroying or 
expelling their algae. Even without global warming, natural 
fluctuations in the Earth’s temperature can make things 
worse. The El Niño event of 1997–98 was blamed for wiping 
out 16% of the world’s shallow reefs.

Although coral reefs occupy only about 0.1% of our 
oceans, it is estimated that they support about a quarter of 
all marine species. They are especially important to juvenile 
fish, which rely on them for shelter while they grow to 
sufficient size to enter the open ocean, so coral reefs are 
vital to the 500 million or so people who rely on these fish 
for their food or income. An estimated 93% of the heat 
generated by global warming is absorbed by our oceans, so 
seas the world over are now significantly warmer than they 
were (see Figure 5). This is why research is underway, aimed 
at understanding how some reefs cope better with threats 

than others, and therefore might provide materials we could use to aid 
reef recovery.

One project involves studying corals in naturally acidified waters. 
These species could perhaps be transplanted to replace corals wiped 
out by acidification caused by humans (see Box 2). Other projects 
involve identifying corals with genes that confer resistance to heat and 
thence breeding heat-tolerant corals for seeding into reefs affected by 
global warming, as well as sinking structures into habitats suitable for 
colonisation by coral animals and thus starting artificial coral reefs. 
Hopefully these approaches, combined with worldwide agreements to 
limit fossil fuel use, will mean that future generations can continue to 
enjoy the beauty and bounty of coral reefs.

Box 2 Threats to coral reefs

While water temperature poses the greatest problem, corals 
face several other anthropogenic challenges. The use of 
fossil fuels has led to acidification of waters all over the Earth. 
Burning fossil fuels generates waste gases including sulfur 
and nitrogen oxides, which combine with atmospheric water 
to form acids. Carbon dioxide released from fossil fuel use 
combines with seawater to make carbonic acid — further 
acidifying the oceans. The skeletons of corals are based on 
calcium carbonate, which dissolves in acid. The lower the pH 
of seawater, the more coral animals struggle to secrete their 
skeletons and the slower their growth.

Herbivorous fish graze on free-living algae on the surface of 
corals, keeping the corals clean and allowing their symbiotic 
algae to photosynthesise. Over-fishing reduces the numbers 
of these grazers, and allows seaweeds to grow over the coral 
surfaces, blocking out sunlight and eventually killing the 
coral. Eutrophication can produce a similar effect. Coral reef 
waters are usually too nutrient-poor to allow prolific growth 
of seaweeds, but the addition of extra nutrients can tip the 
balance and cause rapid colonisation of coral surfaces.

Dynamite fishing — the process of dropping explosives into 
the water to stun or kill fish — is exceptionally deleterious 
for coral reefs. I was recently diving in Indonesia, where huge 
tracts of the underwater environment (and the beaches) are 
strewn with dead coral rubble generated by dynamite fishing. 
Although the practice is now illegal, it still goes on in some 
areas and recovery takes many decades.
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Professor Liz Sheffield is chair and plant science editor of Biological 
Sciences Review. She is associate pro-vice-chancellor (education) in the 
Faculty of Science and Engineering in the University of Liverpool — 
the first university to teach marine biology in the UK and a centre of 
excellence for teaching and research in ocean sciences.

Superb footage of clownfish (anemone fish) including an attack 
on a diver: www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rSlA_ywEec

More on coral bleaching and climate change:  
www.globalcoralbleaching.org

‘Heat-tolerant genes could help corals adapt to climate change’, 
New Scientist 25 June 2015: https://tinyurl.com/kln78rl

‘Don’t find Dory’ — an explanation of why you should not buy 
a blue tang: www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-8Uc-FLrmI

Further reading and viewing 

Anthropogenic  Human-induced change.

El Niño event  A natural phenomenon that occurs when trade winds weaken 
in the central and western Pacific. Surface water temperatures off South 
America warm up, because there is less upwelling of cold water from below.

Eutrophication  Excessive concentration of nutrients in a body of water, e.g. 
from agricultural run-off from land, which causes dense growth of aquatic 
plants.

Spawning  The release of eggs and sperm into water.

Symbiosis  sym = together; bios = life, so the word simply means organisms 
living closely together. Some relationships are deleterious to one of the 
partners, e.g. where one is a parasite; others are beneficial to both – referred 
to as mutualism.

Thermal tolerance  The entire temperature range that permits survival of a 
species or symbiosis.

Terms explained 

Figure 5 Average surface temperature of seas worldwide 1880–2020. 
The shaded band shows the likely range as there were few accurate 
measurements taken at the time
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B
reast cancer is a common cancer. 
Approximately 1 in 8 women and 1 in 870 
men are diagnosed during their lifetime. 
Many factors contribute to the risk of 

developing the disease. These include:
 ■ age
 ■ breast tissue density
 ■ particular alleles of genes

Several publications since the mid-1990s have linked increased incidence of 
breast cancer to the occupational hazards of working abnormal shift patterns, 
such as those required of airline staff and nurses. Shift patterns opposing our 
natural sleep/wake rhythms, for example repeated night shift work, disrupt 
our internal body clockwork, potentially leading to increased chances of breast 
cancer development. We are now beginning to unravel the mechanistic links 
between our biological clock, the control of the cell cycle, and their importance 
in cancer.

Measuring time
The passage of time is measured by internal body clocks, which run on 
a circadian rhythm. Acting on a period of approximately 24 hours, these 
rhythms respond to the world around us, entraining the timing of physiological 
processes and behaviour (see Box 1 and p. 10).

In mammals, daylight is the main determinant 
— zeitgeber (time-giver) — of these daily 
rhythms. Light intensity is picked up by the eye, 
signalling the time of day to a region of the 
brain called the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN, 
see Figure 1). Circadian rhythms were originally 
thought to operate only in the brain, but individual 
molecular clocks are now known to exist in tissues 
all over the body. For example, in the breast, the 
expression of nearly 600 genes is controlled in a 
circadian manner. But how does the brain control 
these peripheral rhythms?

We know that the SCN acts to coordinate all the 
individual clocks around the body. It synchronises 
physiological rhythms, including hormone release, 
to control feeding, defecation and, of course, sleep/
wake cycles. Hence, the SCN is often referred to as 
the ‘master pacemaker’.

One of the important functions of the SCN is 
sending information to the pineal gland, found 
in the centre of the brain. The pineal gland is an 
evolutionarily conserved organ among nearly all 

Tori Blakeman

You probably know, or have heard about, someone with breast cancer. Almost 
58 000 people are diagnosed in the UK every year. Science communication 
post-graduate Tori Blakeman explains how our biological body clock may 
play a role in the development of breast cancer tumours

How body clocks 
impact breast cancer

Cell cycle
Transcription
Translation
Cancer

Key words 
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vertebrates. Physiologically, the pineal gland is 
known to directly detect light in many animals, 
although in humans this detection is indirect, via 
the eye and the SCN (see Figure 1). In humans, 
hormones under the control of the pineal gland 
have been implicated in cancer.

The SCN therefore confers a rhythmic aspect 
to a wide range of tissues. It does this through the 
control of genes and proteins in a central molecular 

clock, which can then subsequently mediate physiological effects. These effects 
in turn influence peripheral molecular clocks all over the body.

The molecular clock
The basic genetic regulation of circadian clocks is highly conserved in 
animals. Mammalian clock genes were first identified via mutagenic studies 
in fruit flies (see pp. 20–21). The core molecular clock comprises genes and 
proteins, the activity and production of which fluctuate rhythmically over 
the day/night cycle according to changes in light information received by the 

Box 1
Circadian timing in our cells controls the daily rhythms of many physiological processes and behaviours. Light from the external environment acts 
as a timing cue, signalling to our cells to coordinate processes and behaviours according to what time of day it is.

Noon
12:00

Midnight
24:00

14:30 Best coordination

15:30 Fastest reaction time

17:00 Greatest cardiovascular ef�ciency and
          muscle strength

18:0006:00

18:30 Highest blood pressure

19:00 Highest body temperature

22:30 Bowel movements suppressed
Deepest sleep 02:00

Lowest body temperature 4:30

Bowel movements likely 8:30

Highest alertness 10:00
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Figure 1 (a) Cross-section through the head showing the location of the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) and the pineal gland. Light enters 
the eye transmitting impulses to the SCN. The SCN then coordinates rhythms around the body, including the rhythmic release of melatonin 
from the pineal gland. (b) Graph of melatonin levels in the body during the day and at night 

(a) (b)
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SCN. This generates oscillations in protein levels via a series of self-regulating 
transcription/translation feedback loops. 

Several clock genes encode transcription factors that drive the rhythmic 
expression of clock-controlled genes. The major components of the cellular 
clock include CLOCK and BMAL1, which act as transcriptional activators, 
and PER and CRY, which form the negative arm of the feedback loop (see 
Figure 2). Rhythmic circadian gene expression is therefore the result of a series 
of transcription and translation events.

Circadian genes in breast cancer
The formation of a tumour — tumorigenesis — is a failure to control cell 
division. During development, hormones such as oestrogen act to gradually 
mature the breast tissue, making it at times highly proliferative. During these 
periods, mutations, cell division errors and even environmental pollutants can 
act to initiate the formation of a cancerous tumour in the breast.

There is growing evidence that abnormal circadian clock gene expression 
also plays a role in breast cancer. Clocks have been discovered in the breast 
tissue, with strong expression of per exhibiting daily rhythmic variations 
(see Box 2). If our body clock were to be disrupted, production of clock gene 
product would become weaker, potentially impacting the regulation of breast 

Alleles  Different versions of the same gene that determine traits.

Apoptosis  The controlled process of programmed cell death.

Conserved  When similar or identical genetic sequences of DNA, RNA or proteins 
appear across species, indicating that the sequence has been maintained during 
evolution.

Oestrogen  The primary female sex hormone responsible for regulation of the 
reproductive system and sexual characteristics.

Pineal gland  A small gland near the centre of the brain that secretes hormones, 
such as melatonin, which modulate sleep patterns in circadian cycles.

Suprachiasmatic nucleus  A small region located in the hypothalamus of the brain, 
responsible for controlling circadian rhythm.

Transcription factor  A protein that controls the rate at which genetic information is 
transcribed from DNA to mRNA, by binding to a specific DNA sequence.

Terms explained 

Day Night

Cytoplasm
Nucleus

CLOCK BMAL1

per
cry

E-box

Cytoplasm
Nucleus

CLOCK BMAL1

PERCRY

E-box

Figure 2 When CLOCK and BMAL1 protein concentrations are high in the cell’s 
nucleus, as transcription factors, they bind to DNA at specific sequences, known 
as E-boxes, resulting in the transcription of cry and per. This leads to accumulation 
of CRY and PER protein and ultimately inhibition of CLOCK/BMAL1’s abilities to 
activate cry and per genes. Thus ‘feedback control’ allows protein concentrations 
to rhythmically fluctuate during the day

Box 2
Clock genes in the breast tissue

These images show the rhythmic fluctuation of per 
over 24 hours in isolated mammary gland cells grown 
in culture. The interacting positive and negative 
feedback loops of circadian genes ensure that per 
levels are high at the beginning of the night. If the 
circadian clock is disrupted, the rhythmic oscillation of 
per weakens. 

Clock/Bmal1per/cry

12 h0 h 24 h

12h

0h

24h
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tissue. This is because circadian clock genes have 
been linked to breast tissue microenvironment 
and development, for example in the important 
regulation of stem cell survival. There are links 
between altered circadian clocks and tumorigenesis 
in a number of different cancer types, but this is 
most notable in breast cancer.

The per gene coordinates the cell-cycle regulators 
p53 and c-Myc (see Figure 3), which link the 
circadian clockwork and the cell cycle. This suggests 
how disruption to sleep/wake patterns may cause 

Blakeman, T. (2016) How your body clock impacts 
breast cancer:  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXbtawA6xPs

Drakeley, M. (2016) ‘The clocks in your body’, 
Biological Sciences Review, Vol. 28, No. 3, pp. 22–25.

Itzhaki, J. (1999) ‘Out of control: unlocking the genetic 
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Figure 3 Diagram of the phases of the cell cycle. 
Decreased expression of per in breast tumours 
reduces the action of the PER protein as a tumour 
suppressor. Reduced function of PER inactivates 
BMAL1, increasing c-Myc transcription, causing 
cellular proliferation. Reduced PER function also 
impairs p53, leading to decreased apoptosis. Reduced 
PER protein therefore contributes to the accumulation 
of damaged cells that lead to tumours in the breast

improper cell division, and therefore potentially increase probability of cancer 
development. Studies in mice have revealed a link between the per gene and 
tumorigenesis. Mice with genetic mutations that result in a faulty per gene 
are more likely to develop cancerous tumours, compared with those with a 
normally functioning per gene. Similarly, mice with a faulty per gene exhibit 
impaired functioning of p53, leading to reduced apoptosis, and therefore 
accumulation of damaged cells.

Mutations in the cry gene, Bmal1 and Clock have also been found to 
impair cellular processes in the breast. These include stem cell divisions and 
differentiation, as well as cell-cycle progression. Together, these findings 
strongly suggest that the circadian clock controls the passage of breast cells 
through the cell cycle. Defects in breast clock genes may therefore disrupt cell 
cycles, resulting in faulty cell division and consequently increased susceptibility 
to cancer. As well as initiating cancer, there is also evidence that a disrupted 
clock can lead to more aggressive tumours.

X-ray showing breast cancer as white areas
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Shift work and night-time light exposure
Women who work irregular shift patterns, such as nurses, are more likely to get 
breast cancer than women who do not. Irregular shift work refers to working a 
mix of nights and days during a week. In individuals working in this way, the 
circadian clock is unable to adjust to the new shift pattern before it changes 
again. Notably, however, working consistently at night time would not disrupt 
circadian rhythms.

 Constant light exposure during the night disturbs circadian pacemaker 
activity in the mammalian SCN. This disrupts circadian rhythms throughout 
the body, as night-time light exposure affects the rhythmic production 
of a hormone called melatonin. During the night, melatonin is secreted 
into the blood circulation from the pineal gland (see Figure 1). Melatonin 
has been found to have oncostatic activity in breast cancer, meaning it 
reduces the development of cancer. Given that melatonin is released in a 
circadian manner, working during the night reduces rhythmic secretion of 
melatonin. This decreases oncostatic activity, and thereby increases the risk 
of breast cancer.

Research into the circadian components of breast cancer has highlighted 
the strong influence of our daily rhythms on the cell cycle, at a molecular 
level through cell-cycle regulators. Behaviours that impact your body clock 
may therefore influence both the formation and aggression of breast cancer 
tumours.

The increased incidence of breast cancer in shift workers has serious 
implications for the demands of modern society. Circadian disruption therefore 
imposes a major public health issue that has yet to receive the recognition 
it deserves. Staying awake during the night disrupts your circadian rhythm, 
resulting in detrimental effects on bodily processes.

Keeping sleeping patterns in synchrony with 
natural day and night cycles coordinates molecular 
clocks around the body, helping the body to 
function correctly. Sticking to a suitable working 
and sleeping schedule will improve your health, 
and, ultimately, may reduce your risk of developing 
breast cancer.

• Circadian rhythms act with a period of 24 hours 
and respond to the world around us, for example light 
intensities. This rhythm then determines the timing of 
our physiology and behaviour.
• The suprachiasmatic nucleus acts as the ‘master 
pacemaker’, synchronising the rhythm of clocks all 
around the body.
• The molecular clock found in our cells is controlled 
by transcriptional/translational feedback loops.
• Clock genes intersect the cell cycle. This is why 
consistently disrupting your body clock could increase 
breast cancer risk.
• Night-time light exposure reduces nocturnal 
melatonin levels, reducing its oncostatic activity.

Key points 

Tori Blakeman is currently studying for an MSc 
in science communication at Imperial College 
London. You can follow her on Twitter @ttttor. 

Women who continually work irregular shifts, such as flight attendants and 
nurses, are more likely to get breast cancer than women who work regular shifts

Go online for a summary of homeostatic control 
of gene expression and a worksheet testing your 
AO2 skills on circadian rhythms: 
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/bioreviewextras

BiologicalSciencesReviewExtras
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Assessment objective 1 (AO1)
This states:

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of 
scientific ideas, processes, techniques and procedures

Notice that this assessment objective 
includes both knowledge and understanding. 
You might ask, ‘What is the difference?’ Well, 
you might be able to recall, for example, that 
the process by which water is pulled up a plant stem is called transpiration 
but not be able to explain how it occurs. Being able to recall the term 
‘transpiration’ demonstrates knowledge. Being able to explain fully how 
transpiration occurs — in terms of evaporation of water from leaves, 
cohesion between water molecules maintaining a continuous column 
of water, and the resultant tension in the xylem vessels — demonstrates 
understanding.

Also notice that this assessment objective includes not just terms, 
principles and facts, but also processes, techniques and procedures. This 
means that examiners must set questions that test what you have learnt 
during your practical work as well as what you have learnt in theory classes. 
As you will see, this applies to AO2 and AO3 as well.

You can often recognise questions that directly test AO1 because they 
are short. They might require short or long answers — this is where you 
make use of the mark allocation to judge the length of your answer. 
Although the full question might contain stimulus material, questions 
testing AO1 can usually be answered without reference to this material. 
Two examples are given in Box 1.

It might surprise you to know that many people involved 
in setting GCE examinations read comments on student 

chat rooms. It gives them an insight into students’ reactions 
to individual examination papers, but also causes some 
concerns.

Comments like the ones below are not uncommon.

 ‘Nothing I had learnt came up.’

 ‘I’d revised all my notes but I didn’t recognise a single 
question.’

 ‘We hadn’t been taught anything about elephants but 
there was a question about them.’

Why do these comments cause concern to examiners? 
Because they show that some students had entered an 
examination without understanding what examiners are 
required to test.

Biology specifications
Each examination board publishes a biology specification. 
You can, and should, download a copy from the website of 
the examination board for the biology specification you are 
following. It represents a contract between the exam board 
and students, which examiners must respect.

As most students are aware, the specification contains 
the subject content that examiners expect you to know and 
understand. Referring back to the student comments above, 
this is the subject content that one student ‘had learnt’, that 
another ‘had revised’ and that yet another had ‘been taught’.

The specification contains much more than this subject 
content, however. If you use the specification contents page, 
you will see that it refers to a section called ‘Assessment 
objectives’, usually over halfway through the specification. 
An understanding of these assessment objectives is 
essential in preparing for your examinations. For GCE 
biology, there are three assessment objectives. These are 
identical for all GCE biology courses. It is the extent to 
which you can demonstrate these assessment objectives that 
examiners must test. Let’s consider each in turn.

Getting to grips with 
assessment objectives
When it comes to setting AS and A-level biology examination papers, assessment objectives are 
a critical consideration for examiners. Former senior examiner Martin Rowland explains why, and 
what this means for students preparing to sit these examinations

Recall
Understand
Apply
Analyse
Interpret
Evaluate

Key words 

 upgrade

Box 1 Examples of questions testing AO1

1 Place a tick (✓) in the box that names the process by which glucose enters 
cells lining the intestine. [1 mark]

  Active transport
  Co-transport
  Diffusion
  Osmosis
2 Define the term epigenetics. [2 marks]
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Consider what this means to examiners setting questions 
testing AO2. To be fair to all students — and there might 
be well over 20 000 sitting their paper — they must try 
to choose stimulus material that no student is likely to 
have seen before. This means that they cannot use any 
of the stimulus material you might have seen in past 
examination papers or in one of the textbooks approved 
by your examination board. To go back to the student 
above who complained about elephants in an exam paper, 
can you now see why it was valid for an examiner to use a 
question about an elephant? The question required students 
to apply the knowledge they should have gained about 

Assessment objective 2 (AO2)
This is longer, and more complex, than AO1. It states:

Apply knowledge and understanding of scientific ideas, processes, techniques and 
procedures

 ■ in a theoretical context
 ■ in a practical context
 ■ when handling qualitative data
 ■ when handling quantitative data

Take note of the key word ‘apply’. This is not just recalling your notes 
— it involves relating what you know to what might be a completely new 
context. It means that examiners must give you stimulus material in the 
question and ask you to apply to that stimulus material the knowledge 
and understanding (AO1) they can expect you to have from studying the 
subject content in their specification.

Assessment objectives  A description of the different skills that examiners 
must test in an AS or A-level examination.

Command word  The word, or sometimes phrase, that tells you what you 
must do in your answer, for example calculate, describe, explain, give, name.

Compound question  A question that has several sub-questions testing 
different aspects of the same stimulus material.

Stimulus material  Information given in the question — in the form of prose, 
tabulated data, a diagram, a graph or a photograph — that you are required 
to use to generate your answer.

Terms explained Box 2
An example of a question testing AO2

The drawing represents cells lining the proximal convoluted 
tubule of a kidney nephron.
Explain two ways, shown in the diagram, in which these cells are 
adapted for their function. [2 marks]
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Dr Martin Rowland has taught and examined A-level biology for many 
years. He is the author of a number of biology textbooks, which you can 
find by visiting www.hoddereducation.co.uk.

Assessment objective 3 (AO3)
This final objective states:

Analyse, interpret and evaluate scientific information, ideas and evidence, 
including in relation to issues, to:

 ■ make judgements and reach conclusions
 ■ develop and refine practical design and procedures

This objective includes six different skills: analysis, interpretation, 
evaluation, making judgements, developing and refining.

Just as with questions testing AO2, you cannot show any of these skills 
unless an examination question provides you with information you will 
not have seen before. This might include:

 ■ qualitative information, e.g. a comprehension passage or a diagram
 ■ quantitative information, e.g. data in a table or in a graph
 ■ a practical scenario, e.g. a brief description of what an investigator did
 ■ a conclusion someone has made from given data

The command word used in each question will then make clear what 
the examiner wants you to do with this information.

An example of a compound question testing AO3 is given in Box 3. 
Can you recognise which part of AO3 each sub-question tests?

The balance of assessment objectives tested
Over the years, many of my students have told me they prefer questions 
testing AO1. They explain that this is because ‘we know when our answer 
is right’. You might feel this too. But what percentage of the marks in your 
AS or A-level exams will be allocated for this type of question? 

The exam boards specify the balance of the assessment objectives that 
must be achieved in their exam papers. Table 1 shows these proportions 
for all AS and A-level science subjects, including biology.

Table 1 The balance of assessment objectives that must be tested over a 
single series of AS or A-level examinations in science subjects

Percentage of marks for each assessment objective

Level AO1 AO2 AO3

AS 35–40 40–45 20–25

A-level 30–35 40–45 25–30

What can we conclude from the information in Table 1? Clearly, even if 
an exam board allocates marks for AO1 that are at the top of the two ranges 
shown in Table 1, the majority of marks will be allocated for questions 
testing AO2 and AO3. You saw above that questions testing AO2 and AO3 
must be in the context of stimulus material that students are unlikely to 
have seen before. It is inevitable, therefore, that at first glance a question 
paper will look unfamiliar. Bearing this in mind, you might like to reflect 
on the students’ comments at the start of this article.

Further exercise
 ■ Download one of the specimen papers from your examination board’s 

website.
 ■ In pairs, annotate each question to show whether it tests AO1, AO2 or 

AO3.
 ■ Then, tot up the marks for AO1, AO2 and AO3 and compare them with 

the breakdown given in the specification for that paper. Do you agree with 
the examiner?

Box 3
An example of a question testing AO3

A scientist investigated the effect of glucose 
concentration on the rate of uptake of glucose from the 
lumen of small pieces of intestine. Her results are shown 
in the graph.
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(a) Give three ways in which the scientist would have designed 
her experiment to ensure that her results were valid. [2 marks]

(b) Suggest how the scientist would have obtained values  
for the mean rate of absorption at each concentration  
of glucose. [2 marks]

(c) What can you conclude from the shape of the curve at 
concentrations of glucose above 8 mmol dm−3?  
Explain your answer. [2 marks]

Use the relevant website from the list below to download a 
copy your own A-level biology specification.

AQA: https://tinyurl.com/oky8zwa

CCEA for students in centres in Northern Ireland:  
www.ccea.org.uk/biology 

Eduqas: https://tinyurl.com/mmyvczl

Edexcel: https://tinyurl.com/n4t23yy

OCR: https://tinyurl.com/lr8pgdh

WJEC for students in centres in Wales:  
https://tinyurl.com/mmahyf8

Further reading 

temperature control in mammals to the information given 
in the question about an elephant.

An example of a question testing AO2 is given in Box 2. 
Unlike questions testing AO1, you cannot gain credit for 
simply recalling what you have learnt. To gain marks, you 
must refer to the stimulus material given in the question. 
Notice that the question in Box 2 uses the command word 
‘explain’. This means that you would not be awarded marks 
just for identifying two features of these cells. You are 
required to give a reason why each of the two features you 
identify is relevant to the function of these cells.
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Due to the lack of donors, there are 
unacceptable waiting times for organ 

transplants. Currently 6000 people are on the 
UK waiting list, and long waits increase the 
risk of patient death before surgery. Immune 
rejection is a problem that further complicates 
the issue (see Box 1). But what if we could 
simply build a heart, liver, or kidney? This is the aim of tissue engineers — 
including chemists, physicists, engineers, and life scientists — who work 
together to provide novel solutions to the lack of donors.

Although this is the primary goal of tissue engineering, a synthetic 
organ could also be useful for drug discovery. Pharmaceutical companies 
rely on animal models to assess the impact of a drug. However, the action 
of a drug can differ considerably in a mouse in comparison to a human. It 
would be better to understand how a particular drug could affect human 
organs before progressing to clinical trials. If it were possible to make a 
synthetic organ, drugs could be assessed quickly, thus saving money in the 
research and development phase.

Making artificial organs
So how can you build an artificial heart, liver, or kidney? To begin to 
construct these organs outside the body (known as in vitro) we must 
first understand their function and composition in the body (known 
as in vivo). For example, the trachea is a basic hollow cylindrical 
shape with few cell types through which air passes in and out of the 
lungs. In contrast, the heart has a more complex architecture, with 
specialised valves that separate the heart chambers, as well as electrically 
synchronised muscle cells that coordinate contraction of other muscle 
cells. A detailed understanding of the mechanics and natural function 
of the organ we wish to model helps us determine which materials we 
need to make an artificial version of it in vitro that can then be implanted 
into a patient.

Scaffolding
Cells have to be added into the body on a support, called 
a scaffold. In your body, cells are naturally supported by a 
protein scaffold known as the extracellular matrix (ECM) 
to which all cells (apart from the circulatory cells, such as 
red blood cells) must attach for survival. It is essential for 
regenerative medicine to mimic the natural state in vivo by 
using biocompatible scaffolds.

The ECM is made of proteins including collagen that can 
control cell behaviour using ‘cryptic sites’ made of amino 
acids. Proteins consist of amino acids — and a specific 
sequence of amino acids (such as the tripeptide sequence 
arginine, glycine, aspartic acid) acts as a message to the 
cells. This tripeptide sequence tells the cells to attach to the 
ECM using receptor proteins expressed on their cell surfaces 
called integrins. Integrins act like sensors and find areas 
on the ECM to which they stick. When integrins recognise 
the tripeptide, they send a signal to the cell’s nucleus (see 
Figure 1). The nucleus receives the information and initiates 
a response, such as making the cells become larger.

Stem cells
Once the scaffold has been made, the appropriate cell type 
has to coat the construct. But from where do we get the 

Tissue engineering
Tissue engineering is the process by which organs and tissues are grown in the laboratory for 
therapeutic use. Stem cell researcher Hilary Anderson is studying materials that stimulate stem cell 
growth and explains how tissue engineering can revolutionise complex surgery

Stem cells
Materials
Medicine
Immune rejection

Key words 

 what is…?

Box 1 Immune rejection

Immune rejection is the process by which a transplanted organ is attacked by 
the body’s own immune system. It is also possible to develop a condition called 
graft versus host disease (GVHD) where some of the donated tissue contains 
immune cells (white blood cells). The white blood cells prevent infection by 
killing bacteria and viruses, but with GVHD the cells see the patient tissue as 
foreign and attack the patient’s cells. To prevent this, patients are tissue-typed 
by compiling a list of proteins on the cell’s surface and matched to donors that 
have similar proteins, reducing the risk of immune rejection.

Adhesion proteins ActinIntegrins

Extracellular matrix

DNA

Response

Figure 1 The cell uses integrins to adhere to the ECM 
proteins. The integrins recruit internal adhesion proteins and 
actin (the cell skeleton) to send a message to the nucleus. For 
stem cells, this message could be to differentiate
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cells? We can use an allogenic transplant, where the donor 
cells come from a different person. However, this comes 
with a risk. If the cells from the donor and recipient aren’t 
tissue matched, the body will reject the new organ unless 
the patient takes immunosuppressant medication. However, 
it may be possible to use cells taken from the patient’s 
own body, a process known as autologous transplant. An 
autologous transplant is the preferable option. However, if an 
organ is needed with urgency, such as the heart, there would 
not be sufficient time to grow enough cells. To populate a 
synthetic organ you require a considerable number of cells. 
This is why researchers have turned to stem cells. Stem cells 
are specialised cells that can either replicate to form more 
of themselves (self-renew) or change (differentiate) into 
other cell types. This is known as symmetric or asymmetric 
division (see Figure 2a). Some stem cells have the potential 
to replicate themselves indefinitely, unlike the somatic cells 
in the rest of the body.

Embryonic stem cells are derived from an embryo. 
They have the capacity to form any cell type in the body 
(pluripotent) and can regenerate indefinitely. However, there 
are ethical issues to consider when using embryos. The use 
of embryonic stem cells is highly regulated and embryos are 
only used with appropriate consent.

Adult stem cells, for example mesenchymal stem cells 
(MSCs) found in the bone marrow, can differentiate into 

cartilage, bone or fat cells (see Figure 2b). They are multipotent, meaning 
they can only form certain cell types.

The 2012 Nobel prize for medicine was awarded to Shinya Yamanaka 
for the creation of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC). Skin cells from 
a mouse were genetically reprogrammed to become uncommitted or 
‘stem like’.

Materials as scaffolds
Researchers have tried several ways to make an artificial scaffold support 
for cells. These include using the ECM proteins from the body that 
naturally act as a cell scaffold, or synthetic plastics or polymers that 
are bioinert, meaning that they do not cause a response in the body. 
The discovery of the bioinert properties of certain plastics was a chance 
discovery made by ophthalmologist Sir Harold Ridley during the Second 
World War. Spitfire cockpits were constructed with Perspex, which 
shattered under fire, spraying into the eyes and skin of airman Gordon 
Cleaver. However, the Perspex did not cause an immune response in the 
recipient. Indeed, his body functioned normally even with the plastic 
perforating his skin.

Natural proteins are rarely used in the laboratory owing to high costs of 
production, so bioinert artificial polymers are a better choice as they are 
cheaper and more reproducible, preventing variation between scaffolds. 
There are several techniques that can be used to make a scaffold:

 ■ decellularised scaffold
 ■ 3D printing
 ■ hydrogels

Decellularised scaffold
Donor organs can have all of their cellular material removed using 
enzymes or chemical treatments, which leaves the ECM proteins in the 
exact shape of the organ. The patient’s own cells can then be added, often 
using a bioreactor (a culture system containing nutrients and cells). This 
method avoids immune rejection, but it still requires donor organs.

3D printing
Using computer-aided design, a scaffold can be designed in the exact 
geometry of an organ and can even be tailored to the patient. Natural or 
synthetic polymers can be used. They are deposited in layers, resulting 
in a 3D scaffold in a defined shape to which cells can then be added 
using a bioreactor. It is also possible to print cells in layers, where cells 
are effectively used as the ‘ink’. The technique is very versatile and 
has so far been used to print bones, an ear and a small section of liver 
(see Figure 3).

Hydrogels
Hydrogels consist of chains of polymers (natural or artificial) suspended 
in water. Depending on the type of polymer and the number of bonds 
it makes with other polymers (called crosslinking) the properties can be 
tailored to the tissue requirements. In addition, bioactive molecules can 
be added, including molecules that cause stem cells to differentiate. For 
example, bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) is a type of molecule that 
can make bone cells.

Materials to support stem cell growth
Once stem cells are removed from the body, they are no longer under the 
control of the body. This results in loss of stem cell characteristics. Many 
strategies have been developed to keep stem cells functioning as stem cells 
or to force stem cells to differentiate.

Cartilage

Bone

Fat

Symmetric

MSC

Asymmetric

(a)

(b)

Figure 2 (a) A stem cell can either self renew (symmetric) or 
differentiate into another cell type (asymmetric division); 
(b) mesenchymal stem cells can differentiate into one of 
three cell types — cartilage, bone or fat.
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Changes in chemistry 

Altering the chemical surface of a material can allow differentiation of 
stem cells to form defined cell types. For example, a layer of methyl groups 
(–CH3) can keep MSCs as stem cells, whereas a layer of amino groups 
(–NH2) can turn MSCs into bone cells. The chemical groups are added to 
the material by dip pen nanolithography (DPN), where the groups act as 
the ‘ink’ and the pen deposits them in a defined arrangement.

Stiffness 
We can make soft or hard materials to mimic natural tissues, usually 
using hydrogels. The greater the number of crosslinks, the stiffer the gel 
(see Figure 4). MSCs can differentiate to form bone cells on hard surfaces 
where the cells spread out. Alternatively MSCs can differentiate to fat cells 
on soft surfaces where the cells round up.

Topography
Topography refers to features such as pits or pillars on the cell surface. 
They act as ‘sticky features’ and cells can grab on to them. By varying the 
spacing of the pits or pillars, we can influence stem cell self-renewal and 
differentiation.

Stimuli responsive
Alterations to chemistry, stiffness and topography can only provide 
stem cells with one instruction, either self-renewal or differentiation. 
Stimuli-responsive materials are a new generation of materials that are 

being designed to provide both of these instructions, using 
specific stimuli such as enzymes, temperature or light. The 
key here is that the material properties differ before and 
after the stimuli are applied.

Examples of tissue engineered organs

The airway

In 2012, a study in the medical journal The Lancet described 
a tracheal implant in a 2-year-old boy. The donor trachea 
was first decellularised, meaning all the cells were taken 
away, leaving the protein intact in the shape of a trachea. 
The patient’s own bone marrow cells and epithelial cells were 
then added in the laboratory and the scaffold was implanted 

Bioreactor  A vessel where a biological process is carried out. 
In the case of tissue engineering, this contains cells and the 
nutrients that keep cells alive.

ECM  The extracellular matrix is made of proteins and provides 
a platform for cells to sit on in the body.

Integrins  The part of the cell that grabs on to the ECM. 
Through integrin signalling, the cell can process the conditions 
in its environment.

Terms explained 

Figure 3 Bioprinting allows the deposition of cells or proteins in a defined manner in three dimensions. The technique is versatile and could 
be applied to build multiple organs for therapeutical applications
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into the patient. Over the course of 2 years, the cells 
colonised the trachea and became specialised trachea cells.

The bladder
The current method to replace a damaged or diseased 
bladder uses a section of the gastrointestinal tract (gut). 
This treatment is not a perfect solution and often leads to 
a series of complications such as infection and diseases 
including cancer. To address this problem researchers in 
North Carolina, USA, suggested using an artificial polymer 
scaffold to replace the damaged organ. The treatment was 
successful in that bladder function was improved.

The heart
Bioartificial hearts pose a real challenge to tissue engineers. 
There are multiple components involved in making a 
beating heart, and the architecture alone is complex (four 
chambers separated by valves). One research group in 
Boston, USA, using a rat model, decellularised the heart 
and then added cells to it using a bioreactor. The bioreactor 
had the added benefit that it simulated the natural pressure 
and flow of blood in the heart. This is called ‘biomimicry’ 
where the laboratory process mimics the natural process in 
the body. The results showed an increase in contraction of 
cells and cell survival.

The future
The field of tissue engineering is constantly evolving. 
Improvements are made at each stage, from the support of 
cells in vitro to the techniques to make scaffolds. Effective 
collaborations across all scientific fields result in innovative 
technologies that will hopefully one day be channelled into 
better therapeutics.

Points for discussion
 ■ What are the advantages of tissue engineering?
 ■ What are the benefits of 3D printing over using a 

decellularised organ?
 ■ Is it ethically acceptable to use embryonic stem cells?

Hilary Anderson is a final year PhD student at the Centre 
for Cell Engineering at the University of Glasgow,  
@UofGCCE. Her project aims to use cell-secreted enzymes 
to reorganise a stimuli-responsive material.

Sir Harold Ridley obituary: https://tinyurl.com/mlnd52p

‘Can organs be purpose-grown using stem cells? Trust me, I’m a 
doctor, BBC 2: https://tinyurl.com/m3o3jqe

‘The ABCs of organ engineering’, Wake Forest School of 
Medicine: https://tinyurl.com/kjowlqy

Shinya Yamanaka — Facts: https://tinyurl.com/zhlmba2

Video — 3D printed organs for transplant:  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpBy_T94TWw 

The Ott Lab: http://ottlab.mgh.harvard.edu and  
http://ottlab.mgh.harvard.edu/?page_id=48

Further reading 

Figure 4 Hydrogels can be used to create scaffolds of 
different stiffness by the amount of crosslinking. Soft 
surfaces have fewer crosslinked proteins and can be used to 
differentiate mesenchymal stem cells to fat cells
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I
n order to mate, each animal must find another 
of the same species and opposite sex. Each 
individual tries to select the best possible 
mate — one that will give its offspring the best 

chance of surviving and growing up to reproduce in 
their turn. Courtship is the behaviour an animal 
uses to attract a mate of the same species, opposite 
sex and with ‘good’ genes. This is called sexual selection and is usually carried 
out by females. For the majority of species, especially birds and mammals, it 
is the female that invests more energy — for example, in egg production and 
protection and feeding of the young. The large amount of time and energy she 
puts in to raising her offspring means she is likely to have fewer opportunities 
to reproduce than a male. This makes it more important for females to select 
high-quality mates.

Think of Saturday night in a nightclub. Everyone is in their specially selected 
clothes, hair in their favourite style and perfume or aftershave used liberally 
— all to impress potential mates. These features will have been chosen to 
reflect the social group favoured by each individual at the time, ensuring they 
meet others from the same group. We use multiple signals, clothes, scent and 
ornamentation to impress.

When animals are trying to attract a potential 
mate, this is known as the courtship display. 
Courtship behaviour can make use of visual cues, 
ritualised movements, scent and vocalisations. 
Most animals use a combination of cues such as 
the calls, ritualised postures and colourful feathers 
of the birds of paradise. These combinations are 
known as multimodal displays.

Animals show a huge variety of behaviours 
so how can we tell that one is truly a courtship 
behaviour? The sage grouse from North America, 
for example, displays using a ‘courtship strut’. This 
behaviour is seen only during the breeding season 
and when the animal is on a lek — an area where 
the males gather and display to the females. These 
factors show that this is a specialised breeding 
display.

Some scents have been identified as sex 
pheromones — scents used only to attract a 
mate. They are only produced by one sex and 

Finding a mate is one of the most important things an animal does. 
Reproducing allows animals to pass on their genes to the next generation. 
Here zoologist Susan Bulleid explores the trials and tribulations of finding 
a mate

Susan Bulleid

Courtship signals 
in animals

Courtship
Climate change
Breeding
Selection
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Sage grouse displaying courtship behaviour
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only the opposite sex has the appropriate scent 
receptors. Controlled scientific experiments have 
demonstrated that it is possible to ‘wash off ’ a 
female fruit fly’s pheromone coat. Males will then 
exhibit courtship — singing to pieces of blotting 
paper soaked in the pheromone.

The use of highly specialised behaviours and 
production of sex pheromones also help to ensure 
that animals mate with the same species. Breeding 
with a mate from a different species usually fails, or 
produces sterile offspring.

Scent in mate selection
Humans are visual animals, using our sight more 
than any other sense. But for many other animals, 
scent is the primary source of information on other 
members of their species and is used to help them 
select a suitable mate.

Males of some moth species have large feathery 
antennae. These antennae have large numbers of 
sensilla — structures that detect the sex pheromones 
released by female moths — on their surface. Only 
large-bodied moth species have these elaborate 
antennae, which suggests there is a cost to the 
males in having this type of antenna. There must 
also be benefits to the males and it has been 
hypothesised that it is sexual selection that has 
driven the development of elaborate antennae. 
These allow the males to detect females and mate 
more often than males with less elaborate antennae 
(with, therefore, fewer sensory structures).

In some mammals the males don’t court the 
females but fight off other males and gather a group 

of females, sometimes called a harem, which they then guard until they are 
ready to mate. When they are in oestrus, the females will produce a pheromone 
in their urine which the male can detect. In some mammals, males sniff the 
female’s urine and display a behaviour called flehmen, in which their top 
lip curls back, allowing the scent to be sniffed into a special organ called the 
vomeronasal organ. The organ contains sensory neurones that detect chemical 
stimuli. In the majority of mammals that show flehmen behaviour the scent 
is drawn into the nasal cavity through two tiny ducts behind the front teeth. 
This behaviour is shown by many species including cattle, elephants, dogs, 
horses and lemurs.

Visual signals in courtship
Birds are the most flamboyant animals when it comes to visual signals during 
courtship. The peacock has his wonderful tail, and birds of paradise have 
iridescent feathers and long streamers on their tails. But visual signals aren’t 
always part of the animal. The bowerbirds of Australia and New Guinea build 
structures called bowers and decorate areas of ground with a variety of objects 
— stones, leaves, grass and even litter — to attract females to mate with them.

Long-term studies of the satin bowerbirds of Australia have suggested 
that the female is attracted first to the bower and display area. She will then 
enter the bower structure and watch the male’s vocal and dancing display. 
Researchers believe that the bower gives the female protection from the risk 

Multimodal displays  Courtship displays using a combination of signals, which may 
include sound, scent and/or visual components.

Oestrus  Time period when female mammals are fertile and sexually receptive.

Sexual selection  A special form of natural selection where one sex selects a mate 
from the same species but opposite sex.

Subterfuge  An action or behaviour used to hide the animal’s true objective.

Terms explained 

A white satin moth showing its feathery 
antennae, which detect pheromones 
released by females of the species
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of the male forcing her to mate. This allows her to watch the displays of 
several males and leave if she finds them unsuitable. Both the decoration of 
the display area and the male’s vocal and dancing displays contribute to his 
mating success. Most females will visit a number of bowers before mating 
and will often return to mate with the same male in future years.

The blue-footed booby is a marine bird which nests on the Galapagos 
Islands. Its name is a direct description of its feet. The blue-footed booby 
uses ritual movements in its courtship display. The display involves lifting 
its bright blue feet as it struts in front of the female. The display continues 
with the male and female lifting their wings and tail while pointing their 
bill and head up, a behaviour called ‘sky-pointing’. The brightness of their 

feet is the result of sexual selection — females 
are known to mate with the males showing the 
brightest blue feet. These are the younger males 
in the colony, which are also the healthiest and 
most able to help the female protect the nest and 
rear the young. Males show the same preference 
— also pairing with females with bright blue feet.

The brightness of the birds’ feet is known to 
indicate their health. Pigments in the booby’s 
fish diet cause the feet to be blue. If a booby is 
deprived of food for 48 hours, the colour of its feet 
fades, showing that bright feet are an indicator of 
a well-fed bird.

This preference for brightly coloured feet may 
be an example of the ‘honest indicator’ hypothesis 
of mate selection. This says that females will 
choose a male that displays features which show 
that he is healthy and will pass on good genes to 
her offspring.

Sound as part of courtship
Along with visual and scent signals, some animals 
use sounds during courtship. Many birds use 
song to advertise themselves, both to warn 
off other males and to attract females. Male 
pigeons coo when trying to attract a mate. Female 
pigeons respond to male vocal displays with 
watching, circling, tail spreading and cooing. 
All these behaviours are associated with mating. 
Experiments have shown that vocal signals alone 
elicit more of these mating behaviours from the 
female than visual signals alone.

Males are also known to use subterfuge in 
order to attract a female. The male barn swallow 
mimics the calls of nestlings begging for food. 

A male barn swallow calling

Blue-footed boobies performing a courtship dance
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This call attracts females to the area the calls 
are coming from. Normally this would be the 
nest with nestlings but when used by the males 
during courtship it attracts females to the male 
instead. This method of enticing a female is called 
a sensory trap. In this example the male signal 
mimics signals that would usually cause the 
female to show parental care. 

Male fiddler crabs also use a sensory trap to 
entice females to their burrows. They build sand 
hoods over the entrance to their burrows. Females 
often move towards stones, shells or other objects 
that provide protection from predators. The sand 
hood at the male’s burrow causes the female to 
approach these burrows more often than those 
without a sand hood. The females are using 
the hood as they would natural objects in the 
environment as protection from predators.

Bullfrog females choose a mate based on their 
call alone — the largest males have the loudest 
calls and call most often. Relatively little is known 
about how female mammals use vocal signals in 
mate selection. However, it has been found that 
female koalas (Australian marsupials) prefer the 
calls made by larger males.

Current research
It may be that climate change causes a reduction 
in breeding success in cod populations. We know 
that some fish, including cod and haddock, use 
sound as part of their breeding behaviour. The 

fish produce the sounds using their swim bladder and can produce a range 
of thumps and growls. Current research in the seas around the British Isles 
has discovered that as climate change is causing the water to warm up, cod 
are moving north into cooler water. This means that cod populations that 
have always used separate, traditional spawning areas are now coming into 
contact with each other. 

We know that sounds made by North American cod differ from those 
made by European cod. This has led researchers to investigate if populations 
around the UK may also use different ranges of noises. Male cod use sound 
to stimulate females to release their eggs in spawning areas. If the cod now 
moving north cannot communicate successfully with the northerly cod, then 
breeding success may be reduced. This could lead to a drop in cod numbers, 
which are already under pressure from pollution and fishing.

Things to do
 ■ Watch the sage grouse display at: youtube.com/watch?v=8-N9VNuHRF8
 ■ Watch the flehmen response at: youtube.com/watch?v=88rneY5ulKo
 ■ Watch the blue-footed booby display at:  

youtube.com/watch?v=khFSek_XndY

Dr Susan Bulleid studied zoology and animal behaviour. She has spent the last 
20 years working in museum education encouraging young people’s interest 
in, and enthusiasm for, the natural world.

• Courtship behaviour ensures mating between animals of opposite sex but the same 
species.
• Courtship has many forms, including scent, sound, visual signals and ritualised 
movements.

Key points 

A male bower bird displaying his ‘treasures’ to attract 
females
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